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our focus this month is on the state
of the media and journalism in the
country today. Journalistic standards
have fallen abysmally. Every journa·
list fears for his job while editors - an even more
pitiable lot than journalists - sound like they are
issuing Government press statements. Even their
jokes are pitiful: "Better a missing newspaper than
missing persons", while dubbing the New Straits
Times the " Not So True" paper.
The press today is Government-tailored to push
its policies. More and more space and air-time goes
to news like accidents, crime, fires and other
disasters or the inevitable Minister opening another
inevitable event.
Little space goes to the corruption in higher
Government circles or issues which call into ques·
tion, the accountability of public officials. The
press can discuss the suffering in South Africa
but not why political and social activitists are
arrested under the ISA. Editorials discuss Israeli
atrocities on Palestinians seeking the right to a
homeland but ignore the struggle of thousands
seeking the right to a radioactive-free living environ·
ment right at our own doorstep. Our focus on the
media is therefore timely. The four articl~~ tter'!
draw our attention to the increasing controls on
the media especially through the recent amendment ·
of the Printing Presses and Publications Act. Our
guest writer, a JOURNALIST who asked not to be
named (see what we mean) tells how the noose
hangs loose but definitely around the necks of
journalists. lawyer and Aliran leader AZMI KHA·
LID provides a legal perspective to the Printing
Presses and Publications Act whose momentous
implications have been sidetracked by journalists
..nd editorials. CHANDRA MUZAFFAR shows
how the mass media today has been muzzled while
TONG VENG WYE, another Aliran leader astcs
whether there is any democratic c~ic
left at all in the Malaysian mass media.

MEDIA

The

Muzzled Media
Recent admendments to our country's Constitution and laws struck at the heart of democracy.
The failure of the Press to carry objective reports makes it a pa rtner to such "crimes" against
democracy , says CHAN ORA MUZAFFAR.
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he media is sometimes
described as a watchdog.
It is supposed to be alert,
ever vigilant, ready to bark at
the slightest hint of injustice.
ln Malaysia that watchdog has
tever been allowed to play its rightful
ole. It has always been on It tight
eash. And the leash has been getting
ighter and tighter every year. Now,
in ally, since the 'October 27th
:pisode, the watchdog has been
nuzzled.
lt would be useful to see how the
nuzzled media has been performing
n the last 6 months or so. Our analysis
Wl be confmed to the daily
1ewspapers. lt is these dailies which
1ave been muzzled. ~orne of the
)!-weeklies, weeklies and monthlies
io try ·to do a little of barking now
md then. This is commendable,
~ven an environment which has
become increasingly hostile to
independent comment and criticism.
We have no quarrel with these journals
whose readership in any case is not
very large. What this means is that
the barking they do, however loud
at times, is paradoxically drowned
by the deafening silence of the
muzzled media.
The term 'muzzled media', it
should be clarified at this stage,
merely describes a certain state of
affairs. While it is the Government
that is mainly responsible for the
muzzling, we are very much aware of
how owners and editors of newspapers also contribute to it. Some
of them are not only prepared to be
muzzled; they even take the initiative
to muzzle themselves!
In this essay, we are concerned
with Ballasa dailies like Berita Harian
and the Utusan Malaysia and the
English language daily, the New
Straits Times. We do not know
what the situation is like with Chinese
newspapers like the Nanyang Siang
Pau or Tamil newspapers like the
Tamil Nesan. The English language
tabloid, the Star, is also not part of
our analysis. The Star, which was
suspended by the Government from
27 October 1987 to 25 March 1988
could not respond to most of the
issues that will be examined to show
how newspapers have been faring
since the October 27 episode.
Nonetheless, the Star, judging by its

performance in the last few weeks,
appears to be over-cautious especially
in its treatment of certain political
issues which may involve the interests
of Prime Minister Dr. Mal13thir
Mohanud. Perhaps the Star has also
been muzzled or has chosen to muzzle
itself.
To show how muzzled our dailies
are, we shall look at issues related to
5 major events since the October
27th episode.

ISAARRESTS
After the fust few days of arrests,
following the mass lnterna.I Security
Act (ISA) operations of27 October,
the Government ceased to provide the
names of those detained or the total
number taken in. And yet not a single
daily pressed the authorities to reveal
this information. How can a
newspaper in a democracy call itself a
newspaper when it carmot even
provide such basic information to an
anxious public which did not know
what was going on in those terrible
days? In this respect, how different are
we from respressive, dictatorial states
where dissidents and critics disappear
suddenly and nothing is heard of them
for months on end?
And indeed, for about two months,
after October 27 all sorts of rumours
were rife about the detainees and
what was happening in the various
detention centres. No newspaper
dared to investigate these rumours
with the aim of quashing unfounded
tales so that the truth would be
known. There was no legitimate
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reason why newspapers could not
have interviewed family members of
detainees since they were at least
in touch with their loved ones.
Newspaper editors did not dare to
probe because the Government had told
them that news on the ISA detainees
should be kept to the minimum.
The editors obeyed faithfully.
More important, one would have
thought that with all those adverse
reports in the foreign media on the
'real intentions' behind the October
27 clampdown, local newspapers
would have at least attempted to
analyse the underlying reasons. Here
was a great opportunity to do some
fantastic investigative journalism.
Was the Government rigllt in insisting
that ethnic tensions - and ethnic
tensions alone - pro~t>ic:d tt to act?
Or were there other motives? Who
stood to gain by locking up a whole
variety of people? The newspaper
editors decided early in the day that
it was better to be silent and safe
than to investigate and be
incarcerated!

AMENDMENTS TO VARIOUS
LAWS
The way the newspapers have
responded to amendments to the
Publication Act, the Police Act and
the Societies Act - all within the
last 4 months - is yet another
indication of how servile and
subservient they have become. The
significance of these amendments cannot
be emphasised enough for each one of

them affects drastically one or the
other of the three most fundamental
liberties in any Parliamentary
Democracy. The amendments to
the Publication Act threaten the
freedom of expression; the
amendments to the Police Act strike at
the freedom of assembly and the
amendments to the Societies Act
jeopardise the freedom of association.
There was no critical evaluation of
these far-reaching changes to Jaws·
that have a direct bearing upon our
most precious rights as citizens of a
nation which professes to be a
democracy. In fact, a couple of dailies
even wrote editorials justifying
amendments to the Publication
Act. It is hard to imagine whether
newspapers anywhere else in the
so-called 'free world' have gone to
such lengths to display their
masochistic tendencies.

ASSAULT ON THE
J UDICIARY

amendment was merely "to defme
clearly" the powers of each of the
three branches of State. The
newspapers accepted unthinkingly the
.Prime Minister's ridiculous argument
that the amendment sought to
enhance 'the separation of powers'.
While Dr. Mahathir's speech was
given maximum coverage in all the
dailies, alternative views were aJmost
totally ignored.
It is because of the newspapers'
shameful betrayal of constitutional
principles and democratic values
that the public at large to this day,
remains ignorant of the ominous
danger of the amendment to Article
121. Even within the educated stratum
of society, a lot of people are in the
dark. This is what happens when
there is no critical analysis in the
mass media of crucial constitutional
and legislative developments.

THE UMNO SAGA

But more than the three episodes
since October 27 analysed so far,
If basic freedoms have been curtailed
it is the newspapers' attitude in the
unending UMNO saga that exposes
through amendments to tJ1e
their bias towards those in authority
Publication, Police and Societies Acts,
the removal of Judicial power through and especially towards Dr. Mahathir
a recent change to the Constitution
Mohamad. When UMNO was declared
demolishes one of the fundamental
unJawful by the Kuala Lumpur High
premises upon which our political
Court on February 4 1988, Dr.
system is founded. A constitutional
Mahathir put all the blame on the
amendment with such a devastating
II UMNO members who had fi.Jed a
impact should have provoked the
writ asking that the April 24 1987
newspapers to protest. We had hoped
UMNO Supreme Council election be
nullified. They were accused of
- foolishly of course - that even if
the newspapers dare not roar with
causing chaos, of destroying the
rage they would at least whimper in
party, of weakening Malay political
indignation at what the Government
power. The newspapers plugged
was going to do. For the Mahatb.ir
the same line. They potrayed the
regime, consciously or unconsciously,
UMNO I I as selftsh, opportunistic
men manipulated by greedy, powerwas going to destroy the very
character of the Constitution. It was set hungry politicians out to topple
Mahathir Mohamad. Mahatb.ir, on the
to smash that one institution that is
other hand , was projected as the
capable of checking the arbitrary
exercise of executive power. Once
saviour of UMNO and the Malays.
that is done, it wouJd be so easy to
Neady every daily gave full
establish dktatorial rule. Given the
prominence to all the pledge-taking
magnitude of the threat to democracy, ceremonies expressing loyalty to
we had expected the newspapers to
the Prime Minister's leadership.
The Prime Minister's Serruuak, mass
be a little critical.
I9yalty ~ampaigns were also given
We were disappointed. All the
dailies cooperated with the authorities maximum publicity.
If the media blitz on behalf of
in downplaying the significance of
Mahathir is contrasted with the glaring
changes to Article 121 of the Federal
dearth of news on his opponents
Constitution. They gave the
within UMNO, one begins to
impression that the purpose of the
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understand why even neutral observer
have described the local dallies as
"disgustingly one-sided". In a society
where there is genuine press freedom
and a sincere commitment to
journalistic ethics any number of
newspaper editors would have invited
Mahathir's opponents to tell their
side of the story. There would have
been interviews with the UMNO 11 an
with Mal1athir's arch rival, Tunku
Razaleigh Hamzah. Other UMNO
personalities who are unhappy with
Mahathir's leadership like the Tunku
and Tun Hussein Onn would have
also been given some space. It is a
sad reflection of the state of the
press in Malaysia today that even
former Prime Ministers who in the
past had received all sorts of accolades
are now blocked out of the media.
The public would have liked to
know through mass circulation dailies
like the Berita Harlan and the New
Straits Times why the Tunku and
Hussein Onn decided to form a party
called 'UMNO Malaysia' as soon as
UMNO was declared unlawful. What
the readers of these dailies know is
what Mahathir has told them: that
'UMNO Malaysia' is a diabolical
attempt to split Malay unity. Is it
possible that t11e two former Prime
Mjnisters feared that the present
Prime Minister was not keen initially
to revive UMNO so that he could
rule without having to account to
a party which almost removed him
from power? By the same token, is
it true that the UMNO I I turned to
the Courts for a remedy only after
they were convinced that the then
Secretary-General of UMNO was not
responding to their complaints of
irregularities in the UMNO branch
elections? ls it possible that they
suspected - perhaps wrongly that the Secretary-General had certain
ulterior motives for acting the way he
did? None of the dailies, needless
to say, have bothered to discuss
any of these issues.
Neither have the dailies attempted
to explo!e the various ramifications
on the formation of 'UMNO Baru' by
Dr. Mahathir and other former UMNO
leaders. UMNO Baru, it is obvious, is
not a simple, straightforward successor
of the old UMNO. For Dr. Mahathir,
the establishment of the new party
affords an opportunity to ensure

thai onlv 1hose who an.• lnyal to his
become members ln an
mdirert sense, by excluding his rivals,
h1s cntu:s and even those who are
lukewarm to hts leadership from
lfMNO Baru. Dr Mahathlf is in
fart rnnductin~ a partv purge Thl'
newspapers have reframed from
analy~tng tlus purge and all that It
unpliC\ fnr UMNO and Malay politics
m the.> fUIIIrt'
Nr11her the l ltu~ Malaysia not
the New Stram Times IS prepared to
quP<;t•nn the morality of trt:atin~
liMNO Baru. on the one hand. as a
new organization when it comes to
memhersbip and st 1.u:ture and. on the
other hand, as the old UMNO when it
comes to the party's symbols, its
ideology. its struggle and even its
assets.
In 1he same vem, no newspaper has
dared to ask whether there is any
logic at all in that new rule m the
UMNO Bartl Constitution which
stipulates that a <:andtdate nominated
for rhe Presidency or Oeputy
Pres1den\:y by a parttcular dJvision
would automaltcaUy receive I 0 votes.
The newspaper\ have hecn merely
pedalling the argument used by l/MNO
Baru leallers that the I 0 votes rulr
v.lll ~lengthen ~rass·roots democracy
withtn 1he party for it will gtve greater
weight to the feelings nt memhers
at the diVISional lrvel on who should
he Prt.>c;1dent or f>epu1y President
nl the ()fganuatinn If the IIMNO Baru
leadcrshtp is reall\- \tn~.;ere abou1
grassroot\ llemonac} why doesn ·,
11 m1rnd11ce direct votmg where
ever\ nn1mary member would have
the !t!!l>t 10 chouse !ltP Prestdent or
Deput y Prcstdent or for that ma!H~r.
<;upreme ('ounnl memhers'! No
newspaper ha~ posed th1s quesl!on.
Nor has an} leader wnter or
rnmmentator ac;kcd that nt her very
•lOVl<)IJ' 411CSTII 11• I\ Were a <;elf
scrvlllg element 111 the I 0 automall<..
votes pr<msion s1nce m the last UMNO
clcrtwn nr ~hh :lllll! •.•. as nominared
hy ove· ~n 1u1 ,,r 133 d1v1smns a~
against 1hc ~0 odtl utVl<!tons wlu<:h
chose T unku KaLaletgh and yet won
tht> Pre~uienflal post onlv tov a mere
43 VO[C\ 1
It should be apparent now that
when newspapers regard as their
Pmnar~ respons1b•hty' the
preserv•thon and perpetuation of
leader~h•p

the power and prestige of the 'great
leader' they serve. they will not
want to tell the truth about his crafty
manoeuvres and manipulations.

FfNANCIAL MlSDEMEANOURS
AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Tlus nm<:once1ved notion of
'responsih11ity' has given rise to a
situation where nearly all the
nt>wwapers mthe cou01ry have
chosen tn Stay away !rom the s,ort of
mvesngattve journalism which mtght
expose the financtal rrll.demcanours
of the national leadership. This
explains wi.y the signing of the
North-South Highway contract
between the Government and the
·uMN'o-owned United Engineers
(M) Lunited (UFM) on IR March
1988, was rcportell m the dailies
without any crittcal comment or
analysis. And yet 11 was thts same
contract which had generated so much
heat just 8 months ago because it
uwolved vital principles of democratic
acrountah1hty and public intcgnty.
Apart from the absurdity of the
Government awanhng a proJect to
a t1rm owned mdtrectly hy the leading
party 10 I he Government. the terms nf
the contract. though modtfied, still
fail to protect the public interest
The Government has undenaken w
provtlle "~upport1ve constnlt:.llon
loans" amounung to l.n5 b11lwn to
lJf M II has also aJtret>d 1o provtdt'
•·urrency tluctuauon and traffic
volume guarantees to the company
None ot the dathes has queried the
Government on these guarantees for
nne would expect a privale company
10 bear s11ch risk~ on tts 0\\-11 as any
genuine cntreprenucr would
Indeed the North-South H1ghway
contract 1' 1 reveahnl! example of
what the Mahathtr Governmcnr's
pnvatita!Hm pro~ramme IS all ahn•ll
But the newspapers are no1 prepart:d
w subject privatizauon to close
~· rutmv ~tnce Octoher IQR7 tht>rt!
h tV" P~'"" lurther developml:"nts 1n
1he privari/Jtion oJ the Postal Servtct>~
and the Lembaga Letrik Negara
(ILl\;). thl' Nauonal Flectrkttv
Board Unfortunately, the public is
111 the dark on what is really
happening. The public has a right to
know for thl' future of hasiC pubhc
servtces IS at stake. A lot of people
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are beginning to wonder if as a result
of privatization, postal anll electricity
rates will go up. Are recent press
reports on increased postal rates for
fore1gn ma1l. for lllStance, related in
any way to 1he Impending
pnvatization of the service? Only if
the press IS prepared to probe will
the pubhc obtain answers to this and
other questions.

C'ONCLUSION
The inability. the unwillingness of
our newspapers lo probe, to
investigate, to analyse, £O expose the
t1 uth especiaJJy in a situation
where authontarian rule has become a
reality - is undout-•d!y one of the
gravest threats to the well-being of
our society. It is because our dailies
are muu.led that our people are
ignorant of the implications and
c~nsequences of crucial political
developments which will change their
lives llrastically in the years to come.
Thjs ignorance serves the
Government well. For an ignorant
populace will not uemand
accountabihty. And since there is no
ntwspaper that is prepared to compel
the Government to be truly
accountable our nallonalleaders can
now alTord to be less and less
acwuntable to the people.
Smce puhhc accountability is the
es~ence of democrauc responstbility,
<l ( rovemmenl that Ill less accountable
"also a Crovcmment that is less
re~ponsible. Tlte newspapers have
contributed 111 no small measure to
tim -;tate of affairs. It 1s tronical
that newspapers wluch are supposed
to rcminll the government of its
obligation to be accountable to
the people should instead legumate
ami ~anct1ty the Government's
betrayal of its llemocrattc responsibility.
Once a Government betrays its
dcnlClcrau<.. responsibility, it would
have no qualms about camouflaging
1h .. he, or wor~e. suppressio~ the
Jruth. The newspapers ha\.e been
partners ol the Government m the
perpetuat1on of tltis reprehensible
cn<!W Our experience since the
o, tnher 27 cptsode has connnced
us once agam that a muuled media
invariably muzzles the truth.
•
Chandra Muzaffar

MEDIA

JOURNALISTS:

A THREATENED
SPECIES

'' T. .

"'three

Estates in Parliament but in the
Reporters· Gallery yonder
there sits a Fourth Estate
more imponant by far than they
all," so wrote the Whig MP
Edmund Burke nearly two
hundred years ago He added·
"It is not a figure of speech
or witty saying. It IS a lneral
fact, very momentous to us
in these limes."
Burke (I 729-97). the
author of "Thoughts on the
Present Discontent~" ( 1770)
and "Rej7ectirms on tlte
Prenrh Re1·olurion" ( 1790}.
was not the only promment
politiCal philosopher who
recogmsed the vital role of
tl1e Press m a democracy. A
Century after h1m. anolher
Whig MP Thomas Babmgt0n
MaCaulay (1800-59) cnncedcd
"The Fourth Estate ranks 1n
importance equally w1th three
Estates of the realm, rbe Lords
SpJriruaJ, the Lords Temporal
and the Lords Common."
And nearer to our 11me.
the then Sir Alfred Denning
wrote m hl; book ·'The Road
toJustice"(l955) that a
reporter ''Is, I verily believe,
the watchdog of JUStice."
And in the history of
Asian nationalism, there is
no greater JOUrnalJst who

demonstrated such an essential
role for the Press than the
great Indian leader Mahatma
Gandhi (1869-1948), who had
devoted h1s whole life to
lead an oppressed nation to
freedom. Hi~ stand for 1he
freedom of tht> Pre-.s at hi~
famou~ "Great TriaJ'' of
1()22 in Ahmedabad is a legend
that contmues to msp1rt>
and challenge IOHrnaJt~t~
t>verywnt>rc Gandru mmtt>d
1hat Press frredom was
essential to dcmocracv and
was willing to he )ailed to
make h1s stand clear.
Hence. the crarkdown
nn the Press 10 Malav~ia.
wh1ch began wnh the tabhng
of the Official Secrets
( Amendmenr~) R11J 1QRf>
and c11lmmated m the dosu1e
nf The fltnr, Sin ('hew and
Wotan* last Ocrober and the
Prinung Presses and
Puhhcarions Act is somethmg
frredom-lovmg people cannot
accept as reasonable and
nect>ssary The curbing ol 1hr
Press IS a VJ<llauon of thl' ba~Jc
human right to free expression
enshrined in thr Malay'>Jan
Constitution It also ~ounds
the death-kneU lor the basic
human right to tnformat1on.
The Uruted Nations

• These publications have since
had tlzrir licenres resrored
on March 2t5, i 988.
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Conference on Freedom of
InformatiOn held 10 1948
U1e year rhe Universal
Declttration on Human R.t~hts
was formulated and accepted
ny the world body stated
that freedom of tnformation
wa<; 'tht' rouchstone of all
the freedoms to wh1ch the
Uruted Nations ts dedu:-aterl "

A DRACONIAN I AW
Pe1 hap\ the mL•~• tlracorw111
of all laws affecllng ILlllrna!Jsts
m Malaysia now is the newlv
amended Pnnting Pre~~es
and Puhlications An The
Malcty~Jan Nauonal Unt 1Jn
nf luurnahsts ha~ de~crtbed
thl' amended .4\rt a~~~ rtkmg
·•a cnpphng. hlow to Pre~'
freedom tn Malay~1a · The
Pnnung Presses and
Puhhca I ions An1endmruts
8111 (I QR7) has sum\.' very
sweepmg amendmcnr'
SECTJOt\ 8A( 1 ) of the
Bill presume~ thr publ!sht>d
matenal to he malll."!ous 1f
lht' IHJieJ (ilnno! pro\'(' !hilt
he had taken ·reasonable
measures w ''erifv the truth
of '''e 11e11 .1 ..
"EC T!Ol'< 8A( 1 I,,~ ....
that the prmter, puhhc;her
editor and writer can hc ta•lrd
up to three vcar' o• lmt>d uo
to $20.000 or botlt upon
convicuon.
SFCTI0\1 R (B) 111d
SECTION 8 (C) allow the

Government to apply to
the court to:
• Suppress up to six months
any publication where an
offence had taken place;
• Suspend it pending a court
hearing or until the acquittal
of the accused; and
• Convict anyone who
contravenes the court
order with a fine of up
to $10,000 or up to two
years in jail or both.
Those convicted under these
sections may LOt onJy be
prevented from publishing
the accused publication but
also any other publication in
the future. Also, the
Government may act without
asking a publication to show
cause why action should not
be taken against it.
The bill also provides for
annual applications of all
printing and publishing
licences. In other words, the
licences are valid for only
a year and fresh applications
had to be made upon expiry.
Further, the bill also
provides that the Minster's
(i.e. the Home Affairs
Minister's) decisjon to suspend
or revoke a licence or permit
is not subjected to review
and may not be challenged
in court. The Government
need not give a reason for
rejecting an application or
revoking a licence or permit.
The bill also gives the
Government sweeping powers
to control the import of
foreign publications it deems
prejudicial to public order or
the national interest. It also
enables the Government to
control the import of foreign
publications that could
prejudice bilateral relations,
public morality, security or
alarm the public. The Home
Affairs Minister may also
stop the circulation of any
foreign publication if it
contained material prejudicial
to public order or natjonal
interests.

t

I would rather have a
completely free press
with all the dangers
involved in the wrong
use of that freedom
than a suppressed
or regulated press.
-Jawaharlal Nehru

IMPLICATIONS
The implications of these
new sections of the Printing
Presses and Publications Act
are far-reaching.
In the first place, the
already tame journalists in
Malaysia will not only become
more timid but even more
terrified with such laws
banging over their heads.
Already there are the Internal
Security Act, with its provision
for detention without trial
and the Official Secrets Act
with its mandatory jail term.
With the amended Printing
Presses and Publications Act,
no journaHst would dare write
critical and analytical
commentary on the affairs
of the nation. In fact, about
the only "safe" stories to
write and publish are the
propaganda handouts from
those in power! Hence, can
we really blame the New
Straits Times for what it has
been publishing of late? The
fear of a broken rice bowl
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is real. Ask any Star journalist.
Secondly, a cowed Press
means no legitimate voice for
the people. The amended
Printing Presses and
PubHcations Act has effectively
suppressed the voices of
dissent, at least on the surface.
Thirdly, when the people
are denied expression and vital
information, they whisper.
Rumours start spreading,
'surat·surat layang' start flying
and photocopy machine
owners will laugh their way
to the bank.
Fourthly, public accountability may become a thing
of the past. Corruption in
high places and in the civil
service and even other sectors
of society may increase.
WhichjoumaHst would want
to stick his head out to probe
and expose wrongdoings and
corrupt practices like the
notorious $2.5 billion BMF
scandal at the risk of ending
up in jail? Which paper will
publish such an investigation
when it could be banned

permanently?
Such unhealthy trends
will eventually lead us, as
a nation, towards a situation
in which our future generations
may become self-centred and
materialistic. The effects
of restrictive laws like the ISA,
the OSA, the Printing Presses
and Publications Act, and the
newly amended Police Act may
actually succeed in suppressing
not only vocal dissent but
also intellectual development.

The young who are not provided
alternative worldviews and those
who are continually conditioned,
like Pavlov's dog, by a onesided propaganda machinery
may end up as individuals
concerned only with personal
safety and materialistic
interests. The spiritual and
social principles of
righteousness and justice,
with their associated
implications of love for liberty,
compassion for fellow human

beings and self-respect, may
be eroded by the tides of
affluence, greed and
corruption. This is particularly
true for those who grow up
in the currently unconcerned
middle-class situation in which
the whole purpose of life
is leisure, the goal of an
education is a well-paid job
and where ambition is a life
of luxury and affluence, with
all their associated vices.

A LESSON FROM ROME

:joU~NALt~) WALK TUE TIGHTROPE.

Edward Gibbon (1737-1794)
in his famous book "Decline
and Fall of the Roman
Empire" listed five attributes
that marked Rome at its
end:
• A mounting love of show

and luxury (i.e. affluence):
• A widening gap between
the very rich and the very
poor;
• An obsession with sex;

• Freakishness in the arts,
masquerading as
originality. and
enthusiasms pretending
to be creativity: and
• An increased desire to live
off the state.

As Plutarch (AD 50-120)
put it in "Lives of the Noble
Greeks and Romans, "Rome
fell because the Romans made
Caesar dictator for life "in
the hope that the government
of a single person would give
them time to breathe after
many civil wars and calamities."
The Romans were too busy
with their own affluence and
luxurious life-style to be
bothered about the affairs
of the State. ''Let Caesar
do what he wants;" they
said, "just leave us alone
to make our money." They
ended up with a tyranny
that was not only absolute
but perpetual, too. For a
human who tried to play
God provided poor foundation
for society and in the end •
Rome fell.
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MEDIA

THE1987
AMENDMENTS TO THE
PRINTING PRESSES
AND PUBLIC.A TIONS
ACT, 1984

T

he separate laws on printing and
publishing which had been consolidated
in 1984 have lately undergone further
changes. These were enacted by the
Printing Presses and Publications
(Amendment) Act, 1987 - Act A684
which
came into force on the 7th of February 1988.
The Act of 1984 (Act 301) had expressed its
aim - "to regulate the use of printing presses and
the printing, importation, production, reproduction,
publishing and distribution of publications and
for matters connected therewith" .
There are provided 3 major forms of 'regulation',

CONTROL OF UN DESIRABLE
PUBLICATIONS
• The grounds that can be used by the Minister
in acting to control undesirable publications
have undergone change. Publications that are
in any manner prejudicial. or Likely to be pre·
judicial, to "the relationship with any foreign
country or government" are no longer covered
by the empowering Section 7, but a new ground
has been introduced - "likely to alarm public
opinion". (N .B. - grounds to be used are at the
satisfaction of the Minister)
• Similarly, the phrase ''the relationship with
any foreign country or government" has been
deleted and there is added the phrase "which
is likely to alarm public opiruon" in Section
9. This provision empowers the Minister (pre·
viously to a senior authorised officer) to refuse
the importation of undesirable publications.
Pending the M1ruster's decision on such a matter,
the new Section 9A now empowers a senior
authorised officer who "reasonably suspects"
a publication to be undesuable to withhold its
delivery.
• What 1s even more alarming from a practical
point of view, is an addition to Section 7 regard·
ing the prohibitions, absolute or conditional,
that may be imposed by the Minister for
enforcmg control.
Oiher than just prohibiting the "printing, tm·
portahon, production, reproduction, publishing,
sale, issue. circulation, distribution or possession"
of the publication in question, there is now a
serious extens1on - "future publications of the
publisher concerned" are also affected.

i.e. -

• licensing of printing presses
• necessity of a permit to publish a newspaper
and
• control of undersirable publications.
It should be noted that the granting, revocation
or suspension of licences or permits and the taking
of actions to control undesirable publications are at
the absolute discretion of the Ministry of Home
Affairs. Amongst the conditions that he could
impose, with the grant of a licence or permit or the
importation of foreign publications, is the requirement of a deposit of any prescribed amount to be
given to the Government. Such amount or any part
of it can be forfeited upon commission of any
offence under the Act or contravention of any
condition in a licence.
The Act of 1984 defines 'newspaper' to also
mclude ··any magaztne, comic or other forms of
periodical printed in any language for sale or free
distribution at regular or irregular intervals. . .".
A 'publication' includes also "anything which
by its form, shape or in any manner is capable of
suggesting words or ideas; and . . . an audio record·
ing".
The new Law has introduced further severe
restrictions:

OF FENCES
• Under the 1984 Act, there are offences relating
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order by the court, also, lead to the suppression
of the publication for a maximum period of six
months.
Pending the outcome of any prosecution for
any such offence, the publication can even be
suspended by order of the court, upon the
Public Prosecutor's application.

to the use of printing presses, the publishing
of newspapers or having any involvement with
prohibited publications.
There has now been added a new offence in
Section SA - the malicious publication of
"any false news". This offence makes liable
the printer, publisher, editor and the writer.
Upon conviction, the maximum sentence is
3 years' Imprisonment or R$20,000/· fine or
both.

OUSTER OF NATURAL JUSTICE
• A fmality clause has been added to prohibit

The negative element in this new provision is
a presumption of malice "in default of evidence
showing that, prior to publication, the accused
took reasonable measures to verify the truth of
the news".

any appeal or review in court "on any ground
whatsoever" against any decision made by the
Minister under this Act.
• A significant principle of "natural justice" audi alteram partem {the right to be heard}
has been destroyed in this area of the law
There will now no longer be any opportunity
given for any person to be heard with regard
to an application for a licence or permit or
relating to the revocation or suspension of a
licence or permit already granted.
•

(For the journalist this is surely a severe
constraint in the carrying out of his responsibi·
lities for he would have to be over-cautious
each time a news report is made.)
• Conviction for any offence regarding anything
published in any publication can, upon the
application of the Public Prosecutor and an

Azml Abdul Khalid
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Malaysian Mass Me a:
How dem crat·c is it?
There is no such thing as a free press but there can be a democratic press says TONG VENG WYE
as he looks at the State of the Malaysian mass media .

irst of all, it is necessary to distinguish what
we mean by a democratic mass media This is
particularly so in view of the fact that it was
only recently that various individuals have said
that it is a fallacy for anyone to believe that there can
ever be such a thing as a free press. We want to make
the distinction between a free press and a democratic
one.
Freedom is only one of the essences of a democratic
system. That there should be a freedom of thought and
opinion, a freedom of movement , a freedom of association and a freedom of expression - these and other
freedoms including freedom of the press are generally
accepted as central to democratic practice. But no freedom would be worth having in a democracy if it is not
tempered by a sense of justice. As has been observed ,

F

.. . . . absolute freedom mocks at justice" just as
·•. . . . absolute justice denies freedom " . Thus, when
one speaks of a free press one is not just referring to a
press that is committed to its own freedom but specifically a press which is also aware of its own commit·
ment to the value of right and wrong.
The third characteristic essential to a proper democracy is equality , something which is equally if not
more elusive than freedom and justice if one were to
consider a quick survey of governments and peoples
in nations generally recognised as democratic. But it is
tn this sense of equality of rights and existence that
particle physicists have come to describe the sub-atomic
world as nuclear democracy - for at this fundamental
level, no particle types are deemed to be of any special
status. With these three salient features of a democracy

-# --'

Gandhi
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in mind, we shall attempt to assess how democratic the
mass media is in Malaysia.
Hard to find
This is not a difficult question to consider. It is
obvious to anyone that the press as well as other forms
of the media are controlled and restricted. If one is
looking for independent and alternative viewpoints
cogently argued in the mass media, then one may have
to look long and hard. If one is looking to the newspapers for a channel to express democratic dissent,
then one will have to be prepared for some disappointment. If one is looking for a local newspaper or other
media which has conscienciously maintained its role
of upholding integrity and public accountability by
investigative reporting, then one will not find it. If one is
looking for a media which is prepared to exercise its
will and insist on providing balanced coverage to both
the opinions of government and dissenting groups then
again one will not find it. Indeed it is fast becoming
impossible to associate the local media with democratic
principles for it is a media which is controlled and not
free, it is a media whose commitment is not to justice
but to the interests of those it serves, it is a media which
is not equal for access is by and large available only to
those who pedal the levers of influence and power.
As a case in point let us take the most glaring and
recent example of a controlled and supine media namely
its conduct during the period of the August election
(1986). This was the time when the Government feU
to depths of shamelessness which were unprecedented.
The intensity and extensiveness of abuse to which the
media was subjected has laid bare the decadence of the
rulin.R party which abandoned aU sense of fairness and
transformed the mass media - television and all - into
organs of party propaganda. The ugly abuse and domination of the mass media may have ensured the ruling
party of its electoral victory but it has also ensured its
moral defeat. Indeed the ugliness of the present administration is matched only by the ugliness of the cartoons
which appeared in all the major newspapers during the
elections.
Takes two to tango
But because it takes two to tango, the Government
could not have achieved its purpose without the cooperation of a subservient press. lf our journalists had
been of a different breed, a different quality, then it
might not have been too much to expect a substantial
proportion of them to effect a collective ·pens down •
in protest against foul play. But that was not to be the
case. In the event, journalists ranging from management
and editorial down to the level of any working journalist
who timidly collaborated in the entire feat of deception ,
have shown themselves to be the spineless sycophants
that they really are. Indeed it would be difficult for
any journalist with a conscience who was a conscious
part of the whole sordid affair to henceforth walk with
bead held high with dignity and self-respect.

There is yet another example of bow the Government
has managed to restrict and subdue the press to the
detriment of journalism - the expulsion of the two
correspondents of the Asian Wall Street Journal and
the suspension of its publishing permit. It is very doubtful that the Government's actions have convinced the
people that it has been victimised by spurious reporting
on the part of the Journal. The way in which the Government bas gone about defending itself is not the way
which would appeal to the ordinary person's sense of
logic and justice. If the Government's contention is
that false and scandalous imputations have been cast
against it in the Journal, then it must bring the latter to
court and prove it wrong in a gentlemanly way. Show
that you are right by argument and evidence and prove
that the other party is wrong through the legal process.
At the very least the Government should have presented
its case openly through the media and defended itself
in public against alleged falsities. But that wasn't to be
the way. Instead might was turned into right.
Unfortunately, such manner of defence has serious
drawbacks, one of which is that people remain not only
unconvinced but also suspicious. What if it is true that
certain things which were reported in the STAR of
Oct 4 1986 regarding the Pernas purchase of a con·
trolling stake in UMBC were also reported in the banned
Asian Wall Street Journal? What if for instance, it was
reported in the banned Journal that Pernas would
have to pay about $350 million for the purchase just
as it was reported in the STAR? What if for instance,
it was reported in the banned J ournal that Pernas failed
to take up part of the shares allotted to it at just $4.50
share thus losing control of UMBC, just as it was
reported in the STAR? What if for instance, it was
reported in the banned Journal that the share allottment
which Pemas failed to take up was then assigned to
family-owned companies of the Finance Minister, just
as it was reported in the STAR?
Since the STAR has not been banned we can reasonably assume its reporting has not been based on
falsities. If the banned Journal has reported similar
information then we can reasonably assume also that
it was not entirely baseless as we would have loved to
believe. Alas, it would be difficult for us to cross-check
on the information because the Journal has been re•
moved from the streets and is therefore inaccessible.
Yet what if the banned Journal contained further
information not immediately available to us? To answer
that question let me relate the story of the wise old
man and two badly misguided little boys. The old man
lived on a hill with a reputation for being wise. The
two little boys one day decided to make a fool of the
old man. They hatched an evil plan in which they would
capture a bird and Jdll it. They would then take the dead
bird up to the old man on the hill with one of the boys
holding the dead bird with his hands hidden behind his
back. He would then ask the old man if the dead bird
was in his right hand or in his left. Whichever way the
old man answered the boy would then hold the dead
bird in his other hand, bring it out from behind his
back and tell the old man he was wrong thus accom·
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At tJ1e same time, laws which restrict the growth of
a democratic press must be mocWied. removed or
replaced. These include the Sedition Act, the Internal
Security Act and, particularly relevant at this juncture,
tl1e Official Secrets Act (OSA). In fact, we bave on many
occaM\.lns pressed for the rescindment of the OSA so
that it may be replaced by a Freedom of Information
Act which would guarantee a citiLen's right to know.
!::>ateguards can still be buiJt tntu such an .\ct to protect
senSILive mformation related to defence, foretgn relations
or internal security but even such informanon must be
made pub lit: after a certam penod oi time.
Apart hom the above J P: eS:> Charter should be
drawn up JOmtly by all group ~nncemeJ which should
be adopted and protected by Parliame1 · Su\:h a charter
:should ~mbody the rights and limitau : s ')( the Press,
the <.tUJen:s and the Luvelllmem m theu relattonship
wtth one anutbcr. It would bc:.:ome a regulatory declaratlull uvc:rseeing the state ul the medta m the country.
Any vtolation of the Chatter Should be resolved through.
lhe JUdtciaJ processes.
In the final analysis hoY.eH~r. none of the above
LhaJ1gel> can even take place if the pubhc Hself is not
prepared to play its part That as Ya1ty members of the
pubhc must increasmgly take to the pen and expre~
theil dernand for a ~trengthened democracy and hence
a strengthened media. We must mcreumgly exercrse
our democrauc right to aflluuon b} participating iJ:
public mterest societies rust as V."e :should mcreasingl}
partiCipate 1,11 peaceful and fegJtinUt~ campaigns. W~
should also nurture the growth of democratic value:
wttlun ourselves and reflect these m our relationship:
wllh others. IJ we do that then perhaps V."e would have
done our part in the course of lhJS U1U1Sitory existenc•
on t-anh Ill keeping alive that fr..-edom which is th•
et~mal due of the human pint.

I

f11w above paper was presenred 111 tht> jomm - Ho1
Democratic IS the Malay5itzn 'lass !ediD' - joint/
orgamsed by Selv.ngor Graduates Soctel)• and A/ira;
on October61986j
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We welcome letters trom readers. Letters c:an be 01ther m English or Bahasa Malavs•a
These letters may be edited for purposes of space and clarity. The v1ews expressed may
not be those of the Aliran Monthly . Pseurtonyms are accepted but all letters should
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Letters should be addressed to the Editor. Aliran Monthly . P.O. Box 1049. Penang.
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The Judiciary Needs
No Reminders
ord President Tuo Mohamed
Salleh Abas should be congratulatet.l for his timely remark ,
made at the launching of two law
books by the Sultan of Perak on
12.1.88 in Kuala Lumpur, that
the judiciary needs " no reminders
from the Attorney-General, nor
from anyone else as to our responsibilities and duties.''
As long as we have judges of
professional integrity and courage
who will do their work and interpret the Malaysian Constitution
without fear or favour, Malaysians
can take some comfort that the
day of the prospect of a ProtectorJudge-Jury-Prosecutor
has
not
arrived.
However, I would like to correct
the Lord President on a misconception when he referred to the
judiciary as the third branch of
Government. Jt could have been a
misprint or a case of misreportmg.
Be that as it may. the judiciary is
not, and should never be, a branch
of any Government. lt is a branch
of the system of administration.
not of the government of the day.

L

FAN YEW TENG
Kuala Lumpur

The Spectator Society

K

indly do not cancel my
subscription if it exptrcs or
if I am late in payment.
Your magazine is so special - and
the only one of its kind. There is
no better substitute for a Human
Rights magazine.

Person.dl) . I d ntthet 11ol L.tlk
politics 01 tor rha1 tllatter H unldll
Righrs atta1rs (sony tn :.ay ~OJ
because whal ts most unpurtJIJL
ts my econonuc well bctng ~u loug
as l gej a d<'t.cmt home dcl.l!•ll
.JOb aud dccl!t1t hfe Jn l:u;.tiy <JIIO
society I wdl remain a S(Jt..Lalul
3Jld endeavout tv lllal-.c ;note
money!
In the eyes of Human Rtghl.:.
groups I mus1 be one ol thusL
guilty of sihng on the fent.l.' .t~ tar
as debating on Parliamentar} demu·
cracy anti su.:h oth-:1 matter~ <iS
politics are concerned. Yuu are
right
but given the cunent
happenings iJ1 our nauon r can o nly
agree witl1 Dr Chandra that It IS
going to take a long tm'" tor the
reality of ethnic cohe:>ion to
materialise
unless posiLtVl· steps
are taken.
LLB EXTERNAL (LONDON)
1st Year ~tudem
5ktJdUl
Johor

TUN MOHAMED SALLEH ABAS:
integrity and courage

Dr Chandra Muzaffar's articles
are so magnificendy written that

I am astounded by his use of words
(most appropriately written in
Queen ·s English).
1 reaJiy wish to hear him speak
and I hope that one day he would
be able to present himself to the
spectator society or Jolwr Bahn.1
1 bad occasion to listen tc,
Mr Lim Ku Siang speak about ~ome
month prior co Oct 27th. I Wd'\
spellbound and kept in awe a1 the
way he amwered the questions
Jrom tile tloor. I sincerely feel
that a human being of Mr um·s
stature should not be held in
pnson without trial and hope that
Aliran and other Human Rights
groups will actively fight for open
trial of not only Mr Urn but all
those detained under the LSA. My
posnion is this: ''Who will assisr
me tf suddently I am myself
arrested under the !SA (even if
J am not a Communist or racist
but a (Chinese) Malaysian speaking
out at arbitary law)?"
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We upprecUJ!t yaw WJifhJIF } ol
our Momhly und \Ve would like ru
inform you thar Dr Chandra has
in fact spoken in JB on se~·eru/
otc:asio11s. Ltkt' mall) oth ers i/,
this climate of fear. you ha1•e
chosen rhe easier path although you

seem to be coucemed about man,·
basrc human nghl~ wluc.h J5lt1ltfJ~
like Altrall are ftglttmg j Ot i1 '.;
agree witlt you rhat tlze eroluftOJl

of "ethnic

coh~ion"

will rake

a hmg time - btl! rim certainly
must fWt e;.·empt une }rom tak i11g
"posirive steps ", rite first ,>f which
is involvement oj each i11difoidual
including yourself. Hisrorl' ha~
revealed thor when th e fence
breaks, many a fence·slfle.r has
found himself m no man s
fall d. - Editor}.

Release the ISA Detainees
he 1ecellt invocauon ol the
dJ <h.:olllan !SA to silence
dissent has created a climate
of fea1 .tlllvng tho; people T•)
justify tlllS gross!) untust act . th~:

T

cowed and conmvmg mass media
worked hand in glove with the
authorities and put the blame on
the opposition and democratic
dissidents for creating racial tension
- which in the first place was
created by some unscrupulous politicians from the ruling party itself.
The press and the government
painted a false impression that
the detentions were welcomed by
all and that all is now well. Whatever the government's charges
levelled at those detained, I am
of the opinion that those detained
should be charged and put on
trial in an open Court of law.
The government should not hesitate
to bring charges against them
if it has unassailable evidence
against them. They should be
given the chance to defend themselves in accordance with the
rules of natural justice. Otherwise,
they should be released immediately and unconditionally!
Any injustice meted out by the
Government to its own citizens
for their non-violent political and
social activities, should not be
allowed uncontested.
"Carry on the struggle no matter
what. We will emerge victorious!"
ONG EU SOON

Seberang Perai

White Paper Attempted To
Blacken SGS & Others
e joined other members of
the
ISA
DETAJNEES
SUPPORT GROUP on 24
March in rejecting the White Paper,
especially in its reliance on selfincriminating statements made by
the detainees, including a former
Selangor Graduates Society (SGS)
Vice-President. We categorically
reject para 61 in so far as any
member of SGS was officially
involved in the Peta workshops.
The authors of the White Paper
must be desperate to implicate
SGS by using the presence of
individJ,lals who also happen to be
members of SGS at a "suspect"
function as evidence. No wonder

W

There seem to be very strong
linkages between the Singapore
and Malaysian JSA swoops although
Malaysia has still not resorted to
the spectacle of •--rv confessions".
This form of ASEAN emulation
of suppression is certainly far
from what ordinary citizens had
hoped for when ASEAN was
first established but unfortunately
this seems to be the trend. SGS
strongly deplores this trend and
instead challenges the ASEAN
states to strengthen respect for
basic human rights as enshrined
in the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights.
such flimsy charges are not being
made in any court of law!
Without going into great detail,
it is obvious that the White.
Paper attempted to whitewash the
unjustified use of the ISA on
outspoken individuals and organizations. It also sought to smear
social action groups like Aliran
and SGS for their courage in
discharging their laudable functions
of increasing public awareness and
exposing untruths. To us, this
White Paper is a major untruth
which will ultimately stand exposed
to all Malaysians and the world.
The present subservience and
self-censorship of the Malaysian
mass media may prevent the truth
about the arrests from reaching
the average Malaysian. But time
will always expose it. We hope
that this will happen soon and
justice be meted out to the real
culprits who have placed Malaysia
in such dire straits. It is important
that concerned Malaysians do not
lose heart and give up the struggle
for justice, truth, public accountability, and high ethics within our
national leadership. We must
continue to work against apathy,
official gags and constraints, press
blackouts, and even outright suppression of human rights-oriented
activities.
ALTHOUGH
THE
ATMOSPHERE IS STIFUNG,
THERE IS STILL HOPE FOR A
BETTER AND FREER MALAY·

SIA, NOT ONLY FOR THOSE
UNDER ISA DETENTION BUI'
ALSO FOR THOSE OF US. WHO
ARE RELATIVELY FREEl
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GUR\flT SL"lGH K S
President, SGS
P~talb1g Jaya

Sabahans Never Forget
am happy to donate SlO in
Postal Order as a small contri·
bution to\\ar& the cause
espoused by AURA~.
The article, ..Assault on the
Judiciary" in the last Aliran
Monthly depressed me greatly. I
was disgusted ilut • legislation
of such signifian~. ilkh affects
the rights of our citizens could be
bull-dozed through Parliament so
easily.
I felt ternbly let down and
disappointed '>~ our so-called
"Wakil Rakyats.. especially those
from the PBS. The cry of
Tambunan is stilJ \"ecy , vet}' fresh
in my memory - m) ~1'3}'en were
then with them duntl-g ~eir traumatic period. But 0()';7." that they
are in the Barisan fold they have
sacrificed their high ideals and
forgotten their 1rdnl!
The PBS ma) bzTe forgotten
their solemn prounse =xu i doubt
if the Sabah e]ectotn.es "'ill ever
forget broken pronu.:ses.. 1l was
because their ~'} W3S long
that they kicked out U$.'110 in
1975 and Beqara ~n 1985' Let
not PBS ever forget that.

I

A LOYAL M.,,L\YSIAN
&nang

STOP PRESS

LORD PRESIDENT
SUSPENDED!
coming in the midst of the pen.ding UMNO Appeal will
give rise in the public mind to suspicion that the object
of the exercise is to prevent Tun Salleh from adjudicating upon this Appeal.
Furthermore it is noted that the suspension of the
Lord President was put into effect prior to any tribunal
being set up. Under Article 125(3) & (5) of the Constitution, the Yang di-Pertuan Agong shall ftrst appoint
the tribunal, then refer the representation of misbehaviour to the tribunal and subsequently, pending the
reference and removal proceedings, suspend the Judge
accused of such misbehaviour.
In the present case, the premature suspension of the
Lord President on the Prime Minister's advice, before
the tribunal has been set up, will strengthen the impression that the suspension was motivated by considerations unconnected with disciplinary matters.
We would also point out that as the Prime Minister
is an interested party in the UMNO Appeal, he should
have allowed some other Minister acting as the Prime
Minister to initiate the removal proceedings under
Article 125(3) of the Constitution. The involvement of
the Prime Minister himself in the removal proceeding!>
appears to be improper.
ln his press statement today, the Lord President has
called for the early setting-up and functioning of the
tnounal; for an open public hearing, and for persons of
high judicial standing to be appo.inted to the tribunal.
ln the interests of justice we wholly support and associate ourselves with the Lord President's sentiments in
this matter.
It is also noted that as Tun Salleh's Jetter to the Yang
di-Pertuan Agong and the other Rulers was sem as a
result of a meeting of almost all the Supreme Court and
High Court Judges stationed in Kuala Lumpur, they
would be ineligible to sit in the Tribunal. We. therefore
suggest that 5 retired Supreme Court Judges from
Malaysia or other Commonwealth countries should be
appointed to the Tribunal.
In conclusion Aliran deeply regrets the cumulative
manipulation and abuse of power in the recent past by
the Prime Minister which wiU surely result in the
destructiqn of our vital democratic institutions, one

liran is gravely concerned to learn that the
Lord President, Tun Salleh Abas, has been
suspended from his duties purportedly in
connection with proceedings before a
special tribunal to have him removed from
his office. The suspension was ordered by the Yang diPertuan Agong on the advice of the Prime Minister.
The reason given for the removal proceedings was a
Jetter sent by the Lord President to the Yang di-Pertuan
Agong and the Rulers expressing concern at the constant
attacks on the Judiciary by the Prime Minister. This
charge against Tun Salleh will no doubt be fully dealt
with by the tribunal.
ln the meantime we wish to point out that there is
no necessity for the Lord President to be suspended
from his duties as the charge against him does not relate
to the performance of his judicial duties. The suspension
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Executive Corrunittee
Aliran

JUDICIARY
UNDER SIEGE
The move to put the Lord President before a tribunal has given added dimension to
repeated criticisms of the "independence" of the Judiciary. Aliran•s question and
answer overview of the issue highlights several important points for thought.

he events leading to the suspension of the Lord President Tun
Mohd Salleh A bas have demonstrated the critical sta te in which
the Judiciary, as an institution,
finds itself in relation to the central executive powers of the State. For the first
time in our history, the constitutional
machinery for removing a judge has been
set in motion. What makes this precedent
particularly significant is that it is directed
against the highest judicial office in the
land. Viewed against a background of
repeated criticism of tile Judiciary, and
the recent constitutional amendrnents to
Article 121, the present situation g1ves
cause for serious concern. Although the
matter lzas not yet been resolved, it is
nevertheless felt that there are certain
questions which have to be clarified.

represents to the Agong that a judge of the Supreme
Court ought to be removed on certain grounds.
including misbehaviour. the Agong must appoint
a tribunal.
11lis would mean that tM consritutional
mechanism for setting up a tribunal is set in motion
on the advice of the Prime Minisrer.
According to the May 31 statement from the
Prime Ministe1 's Department. the Prime Minjster
had advised the Agong on the ron tuut onal need
to set up a Tribunal after the Agong h3d requested
the Prime Minister to have t~ Lord President
replaced. But going by the above constitutional
process for removing a judlle. \\ ould 11 not be
right to say that before the Prime Minister proceeds
to advise the Agong to set up the tribunal , he
(the Prime ~Hnister) must have agreeJ with the
request of the Agong? For m accordance with
Article 125 (3}, it must surel) have been necessary
for the Prime Minister to have been in agreement
before it was possible for a tribunal to be appointed.
1t would seem to us that this should be the case
for in a constitutional monarch) , it is ultimately
the Prime Minister who advises the monarch.
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• How does one view the roles played by the
various parties according to the Constitution?
In the May 31 statement from the Prime
Minister's Department, it was stated that the Yang
di Pertuan Agong had requested the Prime Minister
to replace Tun Salleh as Lord President. It was also
stated that the Prime Minister had advised the
Agong that .this was constitutionally not possible
and that a tribunal would have to be set up to
make this recommendation to His Majesty.
It is true that neither the Agong nor the Prime
Minister can on their own accord remove the Lord
President. According to Article 125 (3) & (4) of
the Constitution, the Agong would have to appoint
a tribunal consisting of at least 5 judges whose
function would be to recommend the removal
or otherwise, of the judge from office. The Agong,
as constitutional head of state, cannct act on his
own. Under Article 125 (3), if the Prime Minister

• Is it right that some matters relating to the
tenure of office of a judge should be made subject
to executive decision?
The doctrine of separation of powers on which
our system of Government is based, requires noninterference by each of the three organs of Govern·
ment in the membership and functions of the
others. Accordingly, the Co1UTitutwn guarantees
the tenure of office of a judge by the s:ncr requirement of a tribunal of his peers, and only on their
recommendation can he be rmzofni from office
by the Agong. Should the judge wish to resign
his office, he addresses his reSJgnauon to the Agong
as provided by Article 125 (2).
From an appraisal of recent e\ents, 11 seems
odd that the head of the Judiciaf) should appear
subservient to the head of the Executn-e OJl matters
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such as leave, retirement and resignation. In the
eyes of the public, the Prime Minister would then
assume a position of supreme authority. Tlus should
not be so, particularly in relatton to the Judiciary.

grounds bu l they have not been made known to
Tun Salleh.
How could such a grave action proceed against
a person wnhout detailed grounds being made
known to him? No citizen, not even a person
being put under preventive detention, would be
denied such a fundamental right. It is deplorable,
and possibly unconstitutional, that the first
application of this delicate process of far-reaching
constitutional significance is devoid of one of the
most basic requirements of justice.
•

• Should not the Lord President be accorded
the fuU rights of natural justice that even the
common man is given when charged with an
offence?
The Prime Minister has not been able to
enumerate all the grounds for the intention to
remove the Lord President other than the letter
that Tun Salleh had sent to the Yang di Pertuan
Agong. It would seem that there are also other

The above is un edited version of a statement made
by A/iran on 7 June 1988.

TUNKU: BRING
SANITY BACK
TO COUNTRY!
Bapa Malaysia in his
gentle, but fran k style
points out the con tradictions of UMN O Baru
leaders, whom he claims,
1zas brought nothing but
trouble since taking over.

THE

UMNO Baru Supreme Council
decided at their Council Meeting on May 21 , 1988, to expel old UMNO
members who oppose the new party from the Barisan Nasional. This was said
by Dr. Mahathir.
On May 27 , 1988, UMNO Baru Secretary-General, Datulc Mohamed
Rahmat, proposed that all MP's and State Assemblymen expeUed from the BN
should vacate their seats. "This is the honourable thing to do as they were
elected under a Barisan ticket," so he said. "They must contest the election
again if they felt they had the support of their Constituents. Let the people
decide.....UMNO Baru is ever ready for an election - be it a General Election
or a By-Election."
Then on May 29, it was reported in tbe "Mingguan Malaysia" tbat Tunku
Abdul Rahman's and Datuk Sbahrir Samad's suggestion that there should be
an immediate General Election could not be sustained because there were so
many important things which required the attention of this Government.
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''The
leaders
are fond
of putting
the
blame on
others''

He made this statement at the "Majlis Penganugerahan Khidmat Cemerlang
Kementerian Penerangan" in the Auditorium Besar, Angkasapuri on May 28.
He was quoted as saying: "What the Tunku and Datuk Shahrir is asking the
Prime Minister to do, is to bold an early General Election in order to assess the
public opinion on the present problem in UMNO. Datuk Shahrir, being eJected
by the people should not issue statements that would confuse the minds of the
people." It was he who challenged the dissidents to a General Election. The
members of UMNO Baru and the leaders have been going round the country
making charges and innuendoes against the old UMNO members.
The Secretary-Geneml also said: "If they are sincere they should support
UMNO Baru so that any problem that arises can be settled amicably." He
forgets that UMNO Baru is not qualiJJed to take over UMNO. He challenged me
to contest the election in order to see bow much support I would get from the
people.
What is confusing to observers is that the proposal to "go to the people and
let them decide who they wish to represent them" was frrst made by the
Secretary-General himself, and we accepted the idea as this would help to
settle the question as to whom the people would choose to represent UMNO.
This matter should first go before the UMNO Assembly and then if the
matter cannot be settled, it must then go to the polls. Would UMNO Barn agree
to it when in fact they had tried to avoid calling for a fresh Assembly?
As for me, I had gone to the people all those years from 1950 to 1970
(20 years) when l was head of UMNO. Now, because of the disadvantage of
my age and other disabilities, I have no wish to return to politics. Neither do I
think it proper or expedient for me to contest the election. There are plenty of
seats available if I want to do so, but I am not all that anxious to make a
ridic.ulous exhibition of myself at my age. I have had my day and given my best
service to Malaysia and the People.
When I retired, I mentioned the story of Aladdin And The Wonderful
Lamp where the wicked merchant was hawking new lamps for the old. I
warned the members in my speech at the Last General Meeting which I
attended to say goodbye to UMNO: "Beware of the merchant who is going
round the country offering new lamps for old.''
This is exactly what is happening in our country today. The new UMNO
is offering new members to replace the old, and the Malays being easy-going
and simple-minded are only too willing to lend their ears to smooth talks.
They must now look hard at and think hard of the events and gi\e their
thoughts to what is happening in the country, and try to distinguish actual
facts from old wives' tales.
The leaders are fond of putting the blame on others. They said UMNO's
break-up was caused by the breakaway party, but it was they who condoned
irregularities at the General Assembly in Apri11987, and now they want to
avoid going back to the General Assembly to obtain a fresh mmdate from
UMNO to hold office. Instead, at their own Council Meeting of 35 members,
they appointed the Youth and Wanita leaders and members of the Supreme
Council, and at another meeting they appointed the Vice-Presidents. This is
clearly an indication that they are not likely to seek a mandate by going
through a GeneraJ Assembly and much less, a GeneraJ Election.
Datuk Mohamed Rahmat claimed the breakaway members had acted very
selfiShly and their action against UMNO Baru had caused the voters to suffer.
Now, Jet us think: Who has taken power in this country through the support of
the voters? Who has caused the split in UMNO? Who has brought a change in
the form of the GovetJUDent entrusted to run this country? It was all the work
of the UMNO Baru leaders.
Now they refuse to subscribe to the principles and policy of UMNO and
instead they have set up a dictatorship and imposed their will without any
coosidemtion for the feelings of those who had returned them to power.
Since the present leaders have taken over the Government it has brought
nothing bot trouble. If no people oppose them, there will be no end to what
they are capable of doing. What we are trying to do is to bring back sanity to
the country.

e
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Penjelasan Fakta Mengenai
Mohd Yunus Lebai Ali
dengan hormatnya dimaklumkan, kami ingin membuat penjelasan tentang
Mohd Yunus bin Lebai Ali, salah
seorang yang ditahan dl bawah
J.S.A.
Menurut rekod kami, Sdr Mohd
Yunus bukanlah anggota PSRM.
Sekian dimaklumkan, terima
kasih.

D

HASSAN B ABDUL KARIM

Setiausaha Agung PSRM

14th Anniversary
Reflections
s the Environmental Pr~

A

tection Society of MalaySla
(EPSM) marks the 14th Anniversary of its founding today, we
reflect on the past year and plan
for the next. The pall of gloom
that we referred to in our 31st
December statement still hangs
heavy over the nation and EPSM.
Our reflections include:
1. The grave setback to environmental campaigning, especially
in terms of obtaining public
accountability, has arisen from
the abrupt curbing of personal
and organizational freedoms
since October. We are extremely
perturbed that 33 Malaysians,
including our Vice-President K K
Tan, have been served with 2
year renewable detention orders
under the ISA without being
charged in open court. Draconian amendments to the Printing Presses & Publications Act
and the Police Act have also
been approved while the mass
media has been more tightly
muzzled.
2. Overdue important regulations
dealing with ambient noise,
toxic wastes and dangerous
pesticides continue to shuttle
between government agencies.
3. Vehicle noise and dark smoke
rules . are, on the other hand,
being enforced and the EIA

regulations are slated to be
implemented by lst April.
4. However, environmental data
and information is still scarce.
The Klang Valley Env. Improvement
Project Report, for
example, has s1ill to be publicly
released despite our call of

although the legalised boundaries
for action have shrunk. Our
conscience has been clear and we
intend to Jet it dictate our future
actions and views.

11.8.87.
5. No outstanding environmentally

Environmental Protection
Society, Malaysia

positive action took place during
the year except for the grassroot
of affected
representations
people in Bt. Mer:.r and the
Sarawak interior No Protector
or Polluter Award was made
for 1987.
Our hopes and plans for l98R
are:1. The Malaysian Govern men l "Yill
see the wisdom of restoring
basic human rights quickly and
tolerating honest criticism. We
hope to see the early release
of aU ISA detainees, unless
formal charges can be proved
against them in open court.
2. All the outstanding environmental regulations will be
approved
and
implemented
speedily.
3. Env. Impact Assessments (EIAs)
are implemented not only to
prevent future environmental
problems but also to create
more jobs in their conduct
and to minimise adverse social
impacts of projects.
4 . There will be greater openness
and public accountability at
aU levels of both the public
and private sectors along t he
lines that EPSM has campaigned
for and better dissemination of
data and the truth.
5. The Malaysian mass media will
not shun environmental issues
and organizations.
6. More Malaysians will join EPSM
and help it to become more
effective. EPSM in tum will
continue to collaborate with
the Dept. of Env. Pesticides
Board, other relevant Govt.
agencies, public interest organizations and concerned individuals for better environmental
quality and respect for fundamental human rights.
We will continue to fight aiong
the same lines as in the past,
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GURMIT SINGH KS
President

Thank You For Your
Contributions
hank you for the good work
you people in ALI RAN are
doing. Without people like
you, we will never know the
truth about what's happening in
this country of ours. Slowly but
surely our freedom is being eroded.
We are developing into a dictatorial
nation because some elites wish
to perpetuate their rule. Of course,
this can only happen because our
politicians don't care much for
principles. And a nation that is
kept in total darkness can be
easily fooled. And they know
that too!
Anyway thank you, to all of
you in ALIRAN , and especially
to Dr Chandra Muzaffar and aU
those still detained under the
ISA. Your selfless contribution to
our society and nation is inspiring.
I would like to renew my
subscription. As a small contribution to this noble struggle I
am introducing a few subscribers
to your Monthly.

T

R DHAMARAJ

P.erak

No Justification At Alii
he Barisan Nasional government has no moral, legal or
political grounds whatsoever
to detain Sdr Um and Sdr Karpal
who have absolutely not committed
any offence against the nation.
Neither are they a threat to the

T

'"curity and well-being of the
,.,untry.
Sdr Lim and Sdr Karpal arc
patritll'> and nationalists whose
l•·)alt}' to the nation i!> beyond
yuc~tlfln Both Sdr Um and Stir
"-<~• paJ arc staunch believers and
aniculatc advocates for a uniled
and harmonious Malays1a based
on multi-racial tolerance. undcr:.tanding and peace. Their commumen t. c.levolion and dedication
r> 1ili:unt>n tary democracy and
d11: tuk of law ts second to none.
u• have always '"'eheved in the
·nstitullonal stru~!!le and ever)
·•chon of thens has been mouvated
solely b) theu concern and love
tor the people and country.
Sdr Um who is now detained
for the second t1me under the
lSA (he was first detained from
18 May 1969 - 1 October 1970)
has been 111 fuUtime politics since
the formution of the DAP in 1966.
llis sciOess dedication and bound·
less energy llas made the DJ\P
\\hat n is toda}
the largest
opposition party with 24 MPs
and 37 State Assemblymen. The
very fact that the OAP secured
a million votes in 1he I <>86 general
~lecuons
is reOet:tJve of the
support. trust. confidence and fauh
the people or Malaysia have in
the OAP under the dynamic leadership ol Sdr Lim.
·vh Karpal"s conuibution to the
pc~ t, and people is no less. lie is
the l •rem0st and leadtng human
t>(hb lawyer in the counuy. llt!>
rr:l~•,tkss
rhampiomng of the
unuc• uogs. the poor. 1he deprived,
ha, endeared him to many. Sdr
1\.., pal have carved a niche in the
...L lu:.ltlr} Of OUI nat lOll.
Both Sd1 Lun's and Stir Karpal's
1ktentio11 IS polith:ally motivated
and is calculated not only to
destroy the DAP but deny and
depnve the people of their foremost spokesmen and advocates.
It duectly denies the people of
Tanjong and Jelutong their elected
representatives. and Parliament has
been deprived of Jts most vocal
but constructive MPs.
The DAP mamtams that the
detention of Sdr Lim and Sdr
Karpal IS a result of the intense
power struggle within UMNO. and

their detention is merely to appeasc
and whet tl1e appetite of the
extremists withm UMNO. Sur
U m and Sdr Karpnl have become
sacrificial lambs on the altar of
LMNO ~ iJower struggle.
Let me warn the Barisan
Nasional !tOvernmcnt that the
detention of Sdr Lim and Sdr
Karpal will in no way solve the
multilarinus problt.•m:. faced by
the nat1on and people. The ISA
1s nnt a magk wand that can be
u tibzed to ~olve the natton ·s
J!ls. !\either IS 11 a weapon to be
used w Mlence the voil:e of lhssent
and critics of the government.
J\t this .iuncrure or our country's
history. 11 is extremely foolhardy
of the government to resort to
usmg the big su<.:k against the
Opposition. Has it never dawned
for a moment on the government
tlta.t bcUJg repre~1ve and recrinn·
native will only aggravate the
situation in the <.:ountry and the
hardening of resentment of the
people. The tragic end result will
be that more and more people.
out of sheer disillusionment and
despair for the efficacy of the
democratic institutiOn and process.
will become easy preys to the
advocates or exira-parliamentary
struggle.
TI1e DAP demands for llle unmediate and unconditional release of
Sdr L1m and Sdr Ka1 pal and .:til
others detamed under the IS/\.
Everyday or their dett.'ntlon is ll
constant reminder of the g1oss
inJUStice done unw them
During this nlllst trymg time:.,
the DAP categorically wishes to
state and affirm here that the
detention of Sdr Um and Stir
Karpal will 111 no way deter the
party from pursu111g its pnhtical
st rugglc and long-term objectives
to bring about a more JUSt.
equitable and united Mala)'Sian
nation. The detention ol llUr
leaders will only strengthen ou 1
resolve and determination to
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pur~uc

the exemplary work done
by our detained comrades.
LEE LAM THYE
Acting DAP '

Secretary General

What I Think Of
Ali ran
have enjoyed rcauing every
1ssue of the Aliran Monthly
SlllCe Ill) SUhscriptit)fl tO it
last year. Readlllf. 11 was lime well
spent In marn mstanccs "the
other side 11f the <:om •· was
courageous])
prescmed to its
readers.
I know of other readers of
Altran who share my view that
your magazme is not only educational and highl} mformat1ve, but
an attempt with courage and
spirit to uispel nusconceptions and
ignorance of the current affairs
tn our countr} A bold effort to
uphft the misleu!
It is a matter of time before
more readers Jlllll in to :.hare what
Aliran has to ,,·ter to the thinking
men of 11Ur t.·luntr). M} best
wishes for its ~u~cessJul cominuation. Sir.

I

R S PRASAD
./olwr

The UMNO Situation
AIR \II~DI :D of \mpang
(Star \1a) ~) IS not very
nght when he blame~ the
t1rst Prime Mirnste1 and the
l>M '\0 II. lor actin!:' m such a
manner
that
l M:-\0 hccame
unlawtul.
The UMNO I I ( Ougmally 12)
did uy to settle the prublcm of

F

unregistered
branches
within
UMNO through party channels.
Some of them wrote to the former
UMNO Secretary-General several
times complaining about irregular
branches and elections. The
Secretary-General ignored their
complaints which were first made
in February 1987, two months
before the April 24 UMNO
Supreme Council Elections. Since
there was no remedy from the
party, they sought a remedy in
the Courts. What is wrong with
that? UMNO members should ask
why the former Secretary-General
did not act. Certain motives,
perhaps?
Once the Court proceedings
started in June 1987, the UMNO
President elected in April, had
all the opportunities in the
world to save the party but he
did not. From our reckoning
there were 7 occasions when
he could have saved the party.
ONE, by applying Section 70
of the Societies Act just after
the trial started. It could have
been applied by him in his
capacity as Minister of Home
Affairs so that whatever the
Court verdict, the organisation
would not be made unlawful only the elections would have
been unlawful.
TWO, the UMNO President or
the lormer Secretary-General could
have asked the UMNO lawyer in
the Court case to agree to sever
the question of unregistered
branches from the question of
UMNO's unlawfulness. This is what
the counsel for the UMNO 11
wanted. Why didn't the UMNO
lawyer agree to this? It could have
saved UMNO.
THREE, after the High Court
declared UMNO unlawful on
February 4, the Home Affairs
Minister could have directed the
Registrar of Societies under him
to seek the opinion of the High
Court Judge who had declared
UMNO unlawful, on the correct
remedy. The correct remedy is
what is contained in the Judge's
written judgment. The Minister
did not do that either.
FOUR, the Minister himself
in his capacity as Minister of Home

JUSTICE HARUN HASHIM: no substantial difference between his oral
and written judgments.

Affairs, could have allowed the
appeal from an UMNO member,
Datuk Harun Idris, not to deregJster
the party.
FIVE, either as Home Affairs
Minister or Prime Minister, Datuk
Seri Dr. Mahathir bin Mohamad
could have gone to Parliament
and amended Section 12 of the
Societies Act so that an organisation that has unregistered
branches would not become unlawful. He could have made the amendment retroactive. He did not do
that either.
SIX, as UMNO President, Datuk
Seri Mahatltir could have filed
an appeal to the Supreme Court
against the High Coun decision
of February 4, asking that UMNO
be made lawful.
SEVEN, the moment the High
Court decision was made, he
could have brought all the leading
personalities in UMNO together,
had a discussion and found ways
and means of reviving the party.
He should have done this because
he could have sensed that there
was so much feeling for the original
UMNO. He could have appealed
to both UMNO Malaysia and
UMNO Baru to stop all their
activities, political or legal or
otherwise, and work together to
restore the original UMNO.
The President of UMNO Baru
has done none of these things
because he wants to create his
own UMNO where he'll not be
challenged. That•s the simple truth
that FAIR MINDED should realise.
SIMPLE TRUTH
Taiping
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Datuk Harun Hashim's
Written Judgment

was very happy to read
Justice Datuk Harun Hashim's
written judgment in tlte STAR
(14 April1988).
Everything is clear to me now.
The good Judge clarified what
he meant by UMNO being
'unlawful'. lt was unlawful but
not dead. All that the UMNO
leaders of the 1984 Supreme
Council have to do now is to
register the unlawful branches and
hold fresh elections.
This is the simple democratic
and constitutional way. There is
no need for UMNO Baru or UMNO
Lama. The original UMNO wiU
be restored once the Judge's
remedy is followed.
l don't see any difference
between the Judge's oral and
written judgments. In his oral
judgment he maintained UMNO
had become unlawful. Its unlawfulness was due to unregistered
branches. The Judge didn't change
his views on tl1al. The only
additional thing he mcluded in his
wrillen judgment was to spell
out the remedy.
Sometimes written judgments
spell out the remedies. Oral
judgments may not do that. To
reiterate it would be for the good
of the nation if the President of
UMNO 1984 Datuk Seri Dr
Mahathir Mohamad himself took
the lead, registered the branches
and called for fresh eJections.

I

CLEAR VISION
PuTau Pinang

CENSORSHIP

Singapore's tarnished
record on censorship
loathes, yet dreads, the free foreign media which
are not so enamoured of his patriarchal style or
awed by Singapore's veneer of order and
cleanliness. Besides crude press gags, Mr Lee's
Government has made it a sport to expel
correspondents who wish to present all sides of
the story of Equatorial Eden. Today, foreign
publications are avidly read in a city with nearly
100 per cent English literacy, thus exposing the
dearth of international credibility of a local press
pushed into subservience by an administration
that has unabashedly treated the media as a
propaganda tool. If censorship of local publications
is a problem, self-censorship is an even greater
fear, as those in positions of responsibility anempt
to "second guess" the thoughts of the administration.
Since independence, Singapore has studiously
copied Western technology and law but has filtered
out what it abhors as foreign decadence. Far from
an ideal hybrid of the East and the West, the
Government that has eradicated litter and ended
poverty by edict has also denied its citizens the
right to know the unadulterated truth.
Because the city is an international ftnancial
centre whose prosperity depends mainly on the
acumen of its people, it is open to many currents
of ideas and streams of information. lndeed, the
anomaly of a dynamic society functioning as if it
were an authoritarian fiefdom cannot be sustained
indefinitely, whatever the craft and legerdemain
of the Government which does not see its limitations
and does not want others to discern its many
foibles.
Many foreign journals may be inconvenienced
but they are not intimidated by Singapore's
advantage as a publishing and press distribution
centre of Southeast Asia. To continue to flourish
in the information age, Singapore needs both
unfettered internal and external media to keep it
abreast of developments and views. It was therefore
somewhat ironical that earlier this month the
Straits Times published commentaries ruing the
coming demise of press freedoms in Hongkong
as well as the alleged mass exodus of talent from
the territory which Singapore has been eager to
lure, largely in vain. While it is true that the spectre
of the dramatic change of sovereignty in 1997
is daunting for many, especially those in the media,

Singapore's progress could have been ach ieved with out
sacrificing all its major freedoms ... above all its
citizenry's freedom of information .

ingapore likes to project itself as the
citadel of democracy in Southeast
Asia. But the glory of that edifice is
tarnished by its draconian press laws
which are every bit as stem as those
enacted by authoritarian states. Prime Minister
Lee Kuan Yew has now ordered the sales of the
Far Ea:.tern Economic Review slashed by 90 per
cent, an effective ban on the publication in
Singapore. Such censorship through punitive
circulation control has become routine in Singapore,
with Time magazine, Asian Wall Street Journal
and Asiaweek suffering a similar fate over the
past year or so. The loss to these publications in
circulation and financial terms is significant but
this pales against the damage done to Singaporeans
and their supposed right to free and reliable
information.
Mr Lee, who has often impressed Western heads
of state with his grasp of ideas and astuteness,

S

COntinued on pee- 31
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DETAINEES WATCH

~~----------------------------------~~-----------------------------------

EVEN TROTSKY HAD
A TRIAL .....AND SO DID
GANDHI AND MANDELA
fever there was a need for Malaysians to
witness and to learn of the intrinsic dangers
of power -or more specifically the overconcentration of power - then such an
opportunity would have mOie than once
presented itself with the turn of recent events. If
not for power, how else could it have been possible
for the very heart of the nation - the Federal
Constitution - to be tempered with through
amendments in a manner unprecedented to the
extent of subverting the basis of Judicial existence
in its relation to Parliament and the Executive? If
not for power, how else could it have been possible
for amendments to be made to the Societies Act
which serve to consolidate the leader's political
position thereby transforming the arena of public
governance into a platform for staging private
poHtical manoeuvres? If not for power, how else
could it have been possible for the media to many
times fall short of revealing whole truths instead of
half truths? If not for power how else could it have
been possible for Karpal Singh to be re-arrested
within a few hours of being set free by the High
Court thereby heaping scorn and contempt upon
the institutional authority of judicial review?
It is because of that self-same power that the
victims o the ISA (internal Security Act) continue
to be starved of their liberty without having been
given the opportunity of fair self-defence. In certain
ways this continued deprivation of personal liberty
is more than just gross injustice. It is sacrilegious.
For liberty is a God-given tribute and any arbitrary
denial of that liberty (such as detention without
trial) is a defiance of its sanctity. That is why on
certain auspicious days caged birds are set free to
regain their flights of freedom. It is inevitable that
by now some of the detainees would have suffered
inner moments of grief and helpless anguish at the
sight of birds in a free natural environment viewed
from within the conftnes of the detention camp.
On Wednesday Marcll23 , 1988 the
Government's White Paper was issued lambasting,
alleging and accusing the detainees of October/
November 1987 repute of various purported acts
inimical to national security. In a traffic era of
increasing one-way streets, tlle issuance of the White
Paper. fell into similar pattern for the allegations

sent one way only. No 'self-defence' traffic was
allowed the other way. On the contrary, statements
obtained from the detainees during their initial 60
days of detention and so-called investigation were
quoted to help justify the motives for arrest under
the JSA. It is impossible to grasp how anyone with
any common sense and a sense of fairness and
decency could swallow such resorts. For when one
considers that the statements were procured after
hours of interrogation, after inadequate rest and
sleep, after great stress and strain and under the
intimidating consequences of an ISA detention in a
police cell, one would have to conclude that the
statements do not constitute reliable evidence. It
would not be surprising at all that there may be
detainees who are not even certain of nor can they
recall accurately tile content of their statements. lt
would be thus grossly unfair and ill-conceived to
resort to the authority of such statements for
justifications of the arrests as was the case with the
White Paper. Just as one cannot galvanise timber,
one cannot justify a situation that is unjust to begin
with - this is the curse of trial-Jess detention.
It is interesting to note that while the ISA
detainees have not been charged and tried, certain
other personalities who had in the past been charged
with attempting to overtllrow the Government of
the day had at least the privilege of a court trial.
The great Mahatma better known as Gandhi, was
one such instance. He conducted defences on his
own and was tried by English colonial masters; the
very colonial masters we were supposed to have
been liberated from in 1957 .In the company of
Gandhi is Nelson Mandela, the African luminary
from South Africa and the world's longest serving
detainee. He was arrested in 1962 and subsequently
charged and brough to trial - and this, considering
that he had previously been declared a "statutory
communist" under the so-called Supression of
Communism Act! Surely it is within the civility of
the Malaysian authorities to rise above such specific
precedents set by our erstwhile colonJal masters and
the apartheid regime of South Africa by giving the
ISA detainees a far, open trial. Is that too much to
ask? After all even Filipino Colonel Gregorio
"Gringo" Honasan, the leader of a failed coup
attempt last August to topple the government of
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ignorance, it spawns fear. If Truth is what we seek,
the ISA is not the right path - not even with the
help of a White Paper.
And what of the condition of the detainees
themselves? Pathetic, shameful, sadness and anguish
would be some of the words which would describe
the condition of not only the detainees but also of
their families and friends. Other than the actual act
of continued detentions, the most pathetic and
shameful instance would be the re-arrest of OAP
deputy Chairman Karpal Singh within hours of his
release by the lpoh High Court on March 9th upon
successful application for habeas corpus. The
Government did not even bother to appeal to the
Supreme Court against the High Court judgement. It
was simply a case of summary re-arrest executed
. while Karpal was going home again together with his
loved ones. At the scene of the re-arrest the family
appealed to the police to at least give Karpal a
couple more days' freedom so that he could spend
some time with his son before seeing him off to
Australia for further studies. The request was simply
refused.
Apart from the arrogance and shamelessness
exhibited by the above episode a cenain
lackadaisical attitude also bears scrutiny in the
Government's handling of certain instances. First,
the fact that there could even be one out of the
six allegations against Karpal which was factually
wrong would indicate the lack of earnestness and
care that went into the preparation of detention
orders. As we know that factual error led to
Karpal's release by the High Court only to be
followed shortly by his re-arrest.
Second, the same lack of earnestness and care
showed itself again in the course of the Advisory
Board hearings during which one of the allegations
in Aliran member Lim Chin Chin's detention order
was dropped. The allegation was denied and the
investigation officers withdrew the allegation.
Third, when wives and husbands of detainees
knew better the Deputy Minister of Home Affairs
claimed in Parliament that wives of detamees were
allowed visits in private for long periods. h was a
claim which the spouses knew to be patently
unreflective of reality for not only were visits
generally limited to about half-an-hour but they
were also not allowed privacy. How can a visit
possibly be private in the presence of officers" Not
only is there no privacy. Wire mesh or perspex
barriers separate visiting family members and the
detainees. Surely this isolating barrier cannot be
regarded as a form of privacy!
Indeed, in the case of Urn Chin Chin. she was
reprimanded during one of her husabnd's visits for
touching his hand! Is this to be the level of Civilised
authority that is to be expected of the Malaysian
police force? Fortunately however, restrictions on
physical contact have since been relaxed. But a
bouquet of flowers which Chin Chin's husband had
arranged to be sent to her in conJunction with

Mrs Corazon Aquino was going to be tried in a
military court when he escaped in April this year.
Even he was not subject to indefmite detention
without trial.
It is even more interesting to note that while the
White Paper makes references to figures such as
Lenin and Trotsky who were supposed to have been
sources of ideas and theories trotted out by one of
the detainees in the course of his "subversive" ·
activities, even Trotsky himself enjoyed the benefit
of being charged and tried in court after he was
arrested for his part in the Russian Revolution of
1905. Trotsky too conducted his own defence only
in this case, it is more surprising for Trotsky actively
advocated armed insurrection against the existing
government of the Tsar! Social change through
armed struggle does not even form a major part of
the basis for the mass ISA detentions of October/
November 1987. Yet the detainees have not been
accorded the right to an open triaL In this respect,
we have been outdone even by the pre-Communist
Tsarist regime of Russia! Our detainees (and their
families and friends) have to be satisfied with the
closed hearings of an emasculated Advisory Board.
In fact while none of the detainees has been
charged, nor flned, nor convicted, they are however
treated as if they are criminals. For detainees have
been treated to the indignity of handcuffs when
transported from the detention centre to a hospital
either for medical check-ups or treatment. For the
detainees this is rubbing bitter salt into an open
wound. For the authorities it is perpetrating one
wrong after another. It is not surprising that
detainees have refused to go to the hospital on
account of the handcuffs. Apparently however, the
practice of handcuffing has been relaxed.
It has been said before and it has to be said again
and again - that imprisoning people without
trial is not the way to deal with what the
Government sees as national security threats.
Sweeping matters behind the iron curtain of the ISA
will not convince people both local and foreign of
the veracity of the government's claims particularly
when the Government in question has been
grappling with problems of credibility. The
Government owes it to itself, to the public and
above all to the moral voice of conscience to prove
its allegations in open court. If there is humility
there can be contrition and it is not too late for
that. If certain people have exploited racial passions
then demonstrate to and convince the Malaysian
public how those all important threholds of ethnic
restraint and sensitivity have been breached. If
religion and religious sensitivities have been
provoked then show us how it happened so that we
may be aware and enlightened for the better. If
communism has become the creed of certain groups
then do by all means fight communism in the open,
demolish it in the open, show up its fallacies and
shibboleths in the open. The ISA does none of this
- it hides, it conceals. It breeds suspicion, it feeds
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International Women's Day on March 8th was
turned back by the authorities of Kamunting
Detention Centre. The reason given was that Chin
Chin's husband (who lives in Petaling Jaya) would
have to send the flowers himself, personally. It
hardly needs to be said that surely compassion has a
place even in the assertion of authority.
The question of free access to books and
magazines also deserves some consideration. In a
statement issued towards the end of March the DAP
claimed that access to books and publications freely
available in the market was not allowed to the
detainees. As mentioned in an earlier article in the
DETAINEES WATCH column even news magazines
like Asiaweek and the Far Eastern Economic
Review are not allowed to the detainees - the New
Straits Times and the Utusan Malaysia are allowed
though. lt is an Interesting comparison that when
Lenin was a prisoner of the Tsar at the end of the
1890's he was allowed enough access to books and
journals to research and complete in prison and later
in exile what was to become the major theoretical
work of his lifetime. Trotsky while a prisoner in
1906 could receive all the books he wanted.
This is not to suggest that the Tsar's regime
constituted a better measure of humanitarianism.
Neither is it to appeal in any way to any form of
emulation of the self-styled professional
revolutionaries that Lenin and Trotsky were. The
Tsarist regime was undoubtedly far more repressive
where organised police violence was not unknown.
Personalities such as Lenin and Trotsky are certainly
not worthy of emulation with regards to their ideas
on social change, the secondary role which morals
played in their scheme of things and the ruthless
setting up of the Communist state. Rather the value
of the comparison lies in its instructiveness. For if a
clearly repressive regime like that of the Russian
Tsars on the eve of their downfall could allow
almost unhampered access to political detainees to

books and journals then surely it cannot be too
much to expect the Malaysian authorities to at least
allow the ISA detainees access to news magazines
and publications available in the market. The
authorities allowed Lim Kit Siang to pursue his law
degree by correspondence when he was frrst
detained back in 1969. Let them show now that the
maturity of the dtaining authorities has room for
more than just academic pursuits by allowing the
detainees publicly available books and journals.
The final point of great concern lies in the ·
condition of health of some of the detainees. For
Instance, when Karpal Singh was detained in
October last year, he was a healthy man. Yet in the
space of a few months his condition has
deteriorated greatly. Why? And is it true that Lim
Kit Siang has had blood in his urine or that P. Patto
has experienced swelling of the legs? If so have the
authorities ta)<en all the necessary measures to
obtain proper diagnoses of the causes? For blood in
the urine could be due to the existence of stones or
even inflammation of the kidneys. And swelling of
the legs could be caused by heart or kidney
problems. These are not minor health problems.
They have to be taken care of.
These are not necessarily suggestions of poUce
brutality, Jet that be clear. But they are certainly
questions which the police simply must clarify.
Better to nail a rumour (if at all a rumour) and
replace it with the truth than to keep mum and
allow it to wheel around. The authorities owe it to
the public to keep it properly informed. The
authorities owe it also to themselves to make full
information available for if they are not the direct
cause of the reported ailments then they do not
deserve the dishonourable image which such reports
•
can cause.
TONG VENG WYE
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Open letter to Dr Mahath.
•
•
student in London on th ~~{r<jm a concerned Malaysian
e ".1"1 arrests.

Dear Datuk Seri Dr Mahathir.

I

t was with great regret that I heard news
of the wave of detentions made under the ISA, which began on 27 October, 198Firstly, I thank you for the release of some of those earlier detained. Yet I hope
you will see it fit to release the remaining people still under detention, despite
the banding down of two-year detention orders.
I find it very difficult to reconcile myself to the continued existence and use
of the ISA. No doubt the legislation is 'legal', but I question the idea of 'rule by
law' rather than 'rule of law' that the ISA represents. I have come to the
conclusion, after deep thought, that the detentions were necessary, given the
situation at home. This is not to say. however, that 1 condone the ISA. Its use
in this instance was, at best, the lesser of two evils.
The use of the ISA, however, is an irtdictmcnt against your administration for
its lack of legislative initiative. It is all very well to say that the lSA legislation
was given us by the British (and I am no apologist for them). Or that the racial
problems in Malaysia are unique, and therefore require unique remedies (or tn this
case preventive measures).
Even though our political and democratic development must rightly be for
ourselves to determine, basic principles of justice and_ the demands of basic
Malaysian human rights clearly point to the need to remove the JSA. Admittedly
there was a time when it was necessary, but is it still so? Communism, while still
a potential threat , is not so pervasive as to require a draconian power of preventive
and indefmite detention which may be abused by lesser men. Further, we should
not allow ourselves to be tempted by its continued presence in the statute books.
To say that the lSA can be extended to anyone who 'threatens' the stability of the
country is to fly irt the face of historical record and to deny your obligation to
maintain the promises to Parliament that your predecessors made.
I am not suggesting for one moment that you remove the ISA and then leave
our country in a legislative vacuum such that we will be unable effectively to deal
with the madcaps and rabble rousers that inhabit any society and who may
jeopardize the peace and security of our fellow citizens. Present day British society
is also multi-racial in composition, and they have had to deal not only with
potentially destabilizing situations but riots proper. Yet since 1986, the authorities
have chosen to do so through the Public Order Act 1986.
This legislation creates five offences: (i) use of words or behaviour or display
of written material; (ii) publishing or distributing written material; (ili) public
performance of a play; (iv) distributing, showing or playing a recording; {v) broadcasting or including a programme irt a cable programme service. In each case. the
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offence is prima facie committed if the accused intended thereby to stir up racial
hatred, or, in having regard to all the circumstances, racial hatred is likely to be
stirred up. "Racial hatred" is defined by the Act as 'hatred against a group of
persons [in Great Britain] defined by reference to colour, race, nationality
(including citizenship) or ethnic or national origins.
Such questions of intent (which in this case is subjective) and the call to have
"regard to all the circumstances" (a finding of fact) are ones which daily face our
judges, for they are important prerequisites of much of Malaysian criminal law.
It should not be taken, therefore, to mean that these are areas of especial
controversy, and of a political nature such that the courts should be deprived
of their rightful position as the final arbiters of justice.
Such legislation will make it possible for all who speak and intend to speak on
such matters, carefully and in advance to order their affairs, based on a clear
knowledge of the boundaries of free speech set out by such legislation, so as not
to fall foul of it. I recognise that while freeqom of expression is a fundamental
right in a (Malaysian) democracy, no freedom is absolute, especially in the context
of a multi-racial society. At the same time, it will remove the untenable situation
of allowing the fate of so many people to be decided by one man, without recourse
to a board of appeal whose decision is binding.
I acknowledge that the present Sedition Act does touch on this matter to some
extent but feel, in light of recent events, that the issue of public order is of such
importance to merit a separate Act of Parliament, which will go deeper into
clarifying the position of the individual with regard to his right to expression. The
Public Order Act I 986 has the added benefit of dealing with the regulation of
processions and assemblies. It clearly sets out the conditions under which they
may be carried out, including the non-arbitrary prohibition of classes of assemblies
and processions.
I strongly urge you to instruct your law officers to study this legislation with
a firm view of adapting it to fit a Malaysian context, and subsequently to present
it to Parliament. If you are indeed committed to justice and human rights, as I
believe you are, you will ensure, by your overwhelming majority in the Dewan
Rakyat and control of the Dewan Negara, that it passes into law. These changes
should not be delayed.
To end, a note on why r have felt it necessary to write this letter. Though I
am just a student, I am of the opinion that the continued use of the ISA only
postpones a necessary comprehensive discussion of the problems facing our nation.
These problems are wide-ranging, but at some stage will definitely involve interracial relationships. People must be allowed to air their views of what they feel
should be the direction Malaysia ought to take as we head into the 1990s and
beyond. The fear of the possible unjustified use of the ISA only curtails such a
discussion. lf not addressed, 1 am afraid that the problems will only be exacerbated.
It will be my generation, as the adult citizens of tomorrow, who will face
whatever repercussions that may result from this curtailment. Act now lo end
this negativeness, sir, I ask, so that Malaysians of all races, religions and persuasions
may look forward to a bright and positive tomorrow.
I thank you for your time in reading this letter.
Yours sincerely,

--Andrew Khoo
London
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Demi Agama dan
Bangsa? Bahagian 1
Apakah yang dimaksudkan sebagai semangat persaudaraan dalam Islam? Penulis recana ini
ANAS SUBEDY menunjukkan kejahilan mereka yang melupakan keu niversalan Islam dan
menegakkan kepentingan per kauman.
elah menjadi kebiasaan apabila seseorang
Muslim di Malaysia menyeru kepada penyatuan (unity), mereka menyatakan objektif
untuk berbuat demikjan adalah untuk
memastikan supaya "kaum dan agama"
tidak akan menjadi lemah. Sebagai contoh, seorang
pembesar baru-baru ini telah menasihatkan masyarakat
Islam supaya "berhenti menimbulkan pertelingkahan
sesama senchri kerana 1a akan hanya melemahkan kaum
dan agama". Sesiapa yang memahami isi kandungan
Quran akan dapati sukar untuk menerima kenyataan
tersebut, kerana, apabila k.ita mengusul mengenai Islam.
kita sebenamya membicarakan mengenru suatu 'cara
hudup' yang mengaJar semangat persaudaraan dalam
ertikata scluas-luasnya. Pendekatan Islam adalah
unive1sal. Juga, adalah mustaltil seseorang itu menegak
dan berjuang unlUk Islam dan pada masa yang sama,
berjuang dan menegakkan kaumnya pula. Apabila
seseorang Hu meneruna Islam, ia harus mengenepikan
kepentingan perkauman, kerana Islam menckankan
bahawa semua manusia adalah sama di sw Tuhan dan
dijadika11 daripada satu makhluk entiti (one living
enuty) (HQ 2:213, I0:19, 4: l , 39:6. 49: 13). Bagaimana
dapat Islam menyatupadukan umat manusia sekiranya
dJ samping memperjuangkan [slam, kepentingan kaum
pun begttu hebat sekali dHekankan? Penekanan ke
atas kepentingan perkauman akan hanya memecahbelahkan manusta. Contohnya, jika kHa liltat keadaan
masyarakat Islam d1 Malaysia, kita dapati tcnaga di
belaJ..ang kebangkitan Islam adalah etruk. Setengahsetengah pemtmpm kita telah mencapur adukkan Islam
dengan unsur-unsur kernelayuan, maka scbahag1an
besar masyarakat Islam tidak dapat rnembezakan di
antara apa yang botch dianggap Islam yang tulen dengan
apa yang berunsur kcmelayuan. Oleh itu, berpakaian
baju kurung atau bertudung (paka1an Melayu yang
telah dtArabkan) <.ltanggap lslamik. seolah-olah kod
paka1an lain yang bersopan {a decent dress code) yang
mempunyai origin keCinaao, kelniliaan ataupun
KeBaratan itu tidak lslamik. Akibat keJahilan ini yang
paling menyedihkan adalah polansasi kaum. Bila
sebahagian besar masyarakat [slam berkumpul mempolarisasikan diri dengan identiti etnik mereka yang
telah rusellmutian dengan apa yang mereka ansgap
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lslantik, kaum-kaum lain pula lantas mcngidentifikasikan diri mereka dengan set unsur-unsur etnik yang
diselimuti pula dengan agama dan kebudayaan mereka
sendiri. Maka polarisasi kaum pun bertambah dahsyat.
Islam yang seharusnya berperanan sebagru pcnyatu
masyarakat kiJti dUihat seolah-olah sebag31 suatu tenaga
yang memecahbelahkan masyarakat.
Apabila istilah Arab 'Ummah' digunakan. ia b1asa
dikaitkan dcngan kaum MusJim sahaja Lantaran apabila
seseorang menyeru kepada kesatuan •lJmmah', ia
merujuk hanya kepada golongan Muslim. Sekali lagi,
kejahilan tentang apa itu sebenarnya Islam.tk (dalam
soal iru cara mana mcnggunakan istilah 'Ummah" dengan
betul) akan memecahbelahkan masyarakat dan bukan
mcnyatukannya. Padahal. Quran mengesyorkan penggunaan istilah 'Ummah' bcrsama-sama dengan istilah
'Wahidah', membawa maksud ·satu ummah bersamasama (Ummah Wahidah). lni jelas didapau daJam ayat
berikuti:
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'ALL MANKIND were once one single community;
(Ummah Wah idah) (then they began to dijjer
)
whereupon God raised up the prophets as heralds
of glad tidings and as warners. and through them
bestowed revelation from on high. seuing jorth the
tnJth, so that it might decide bt•tWUII people with
regard to all on which the; had come to hold
divergen t views. Yet none other than the selj:same
people who had been granted this re~·elation began,
out of mutual jealousy, to disagret about us mt>amng
after all evidence of the tnJth had come cmt'> them.
But God guided the believers 1111t1 the rrurlt about
which, by His leave, they had dtsagrced. for God
guides onto a straight \'1-'QY him that wills (to be
guided).'
•

HQ 2.213
Akan d i sambung do lsu depa n

Penulis tetam u kita kali ini adalah seorang penulis
sambilan da n siswazah universiti tempatan.

CURRENT COMMENT
A record of Aliran's complete press statements
made in the preceding months

A Call to Singapore:
Release them unconditionally

W

e wish to deplore the re·
arrest by the government of
Singapore recently of eight
former Internal Security Act
detainees: Ms Teoh Soh Lung, Mr
Kenneth Tsang, Mr Kevin D'Souza,
Ms Tang Lay Lee, Ms Ng Bee Leng,
Ms Ch'ng Suan Tze, Mr Yap Hong
Ngian, Ms Wong Souk Yee, and the
arrest of Mr Patrick Seong, a
lawyer who had defended several
of the detainees.
The arrests are a travesty ot
justice and make a mockery of the
government of Singapore's claims
that they have been proper in their
treatment of political prisoners.
We believe the re-arrests of thl:'
eight former detainees and Mr
Patrick Seong is an act of plain
punishment adminiStered by the
government of Singapore in respome to their public statements
detailing instances of physical
torture and abuse and challenging
the government's version of events
in a so-called "Marxiat Conspiracy".
We take note that the public
statements by the eight mdividuals
were in fact made after Prime
Minister Lee Kuan Yew had left the
United Stales and therefore was not
intended to to be an intervention in
delicate Singapore political and
foreign relatiom.
We believe the eight individuals
made public heir views solely as a
response to continued vilification
by the government of Singapore of
their character and livelihood, and
to clear the air over t heir period of
detention and their coerced "con·
Cessions" on television.
We are inclined in fact to agree
wit-h the findings of the Amnesty
International mission to Singapore
in June 1987 that stated the "confessions" must be seen in t,he
context of prolonged solitary con·
finemenl, the threat of indefinite
detention without charge or trial,
and continuous Interrogation under
condHiom of aggravated mental
and physical distress that in Amnes·
ty In~ernational's view comtit.ute
severely cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment."
If the government of Singapore
strongly disagrees with the eight.
individual's statements it could

have recourse to a proper court of
law but by applying the Internal
Security Act the government of
Singapore is only making clear its
ludicrous
and
double-standard
actions when it subjectt>d these
individuals to a barrage of taunts
and public invitations to speak the
truth.
We therefore urge the govern·
ment of Singapore to immediately
release unconditionally t he nine
individuals arrested under the lntenal Security Act on April 19, 1988
and also reiterate our call for the
unconditional releas~> of another
detainee Mr Vincent Cheng, who is
still under detention since May
1987.
GURMIT SINGH

On behalf of
AJiran Kesedaran Negara
Environmental Protection Society
of Malaysia.
Selangor Graduates Society
Pentas Drama Kreatif
Persatuan Sahabat Wanita, Selangor
Persatuan Sains Sosial Malaysia
Civil Rights Committee
Education and Research
Association for Consumbers

Tlze ab(>l'e statement has 1101
appeared in anr dai{•• Editor).

Labour Today

T

he Malaysian labour movement observed Labour Day
this year m the midst of an
atmosphere of gloom and doom.
It is undeniably true that labour
is at. its lowest ebb .
One of the factors that has
ocntr1buted to this situation is
the
uncertainty
concerning
the fu ture of the labour movement
in view or the impending changes
to valiou~ labour laws. From the
look of things, the amended laws
will further weaken an already
emasculated labour movement. The
bargaining power of public sector
unions may be curbed even more;
in the private sector in-house
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uniom may be used to spilt labour
solidanty.
This attempt to weaken labour
comes at a time when there is
serious unemployment. Though
retrenchment rates are declinmg,
Aliran is very much aware of the
massive problems that school
leavers and university l{raduates
face trying lo get jobs. At the
same time, the prolonged recession
has resulted in increases in the
jprices of certain bas1c goods and
services. Salaried workers, needle-~
to say, are bearang the brunt •f
this increase in prices.
It is not fair to ask worker• o
make all sorts of sacrifices ••r
national
development
wathout
taking into consideraw,., ~hojr
sufferings. The Goverum..
"cl
Employers Federation!> must ntdJ.e
every effort to understand the
probleTriS confronting workers in
our country. Instead of pus.!> 1g
through amendment.!. to tht> lab. ·~
laws at the July session of Parliament, the Governmen t and laws at
the July session of Parliament, the
Government and employers should
dialogue with the workers fin;l
with the aim of developmg a
thorough understanding of the real
issues challenging labour toJay.
As part of this dialogue the
Government should expalin in
detail to not only workers but abo
Lhe private sector employen; what it
means by "joining the league of the
Newly-Industrializing
Countries"
(NICs). What NIC status 1mplie.s is
itself a subject of con trover;,y The
Government has an obligation to
clarify the concept and 11" significance to both worker:; and
employers. Only when the concept
and its mode of 1mplementat1on 1s
clear, would workers l>e able to
decide on their commitment to the
NIC dream.
Finally, 111 anticipation or a
gradual recovery from the reces·
sion, the Government has asked tht>
labour movement to ext>rcise voluntary restraint over wage~. Aliran is
of the view that workers should
agree to a wag~> re~otraint policy for
the next two year~t or ~o. provided
the Government and pr1vate owners
of capital are willing to accede to
the following·
1) Effective cont rol over prices of
basic goods and service!> in the
same two-year period .
2) A seriou:o endeavour to achieve
full employment.
3) An earnest comm1tment to
training and skHI acqutsition programmes which will upgrade the
knowledge and competence of
workers in both the public a 111
private sectors
4) A sincere attempt lo e1 •UIC<'•l'
corruption, wastage .md itac!

position in law, it is obvious that
Mr. Wang has on his own admission
committed a serious criminal
offence and moral wrong such as
to render him unfit for public
office and unworthy of public
trust.
We therefore call upon Mr.
Wang to accept the fuU consequences of his guilt by resigning
forthwith as the Member of
Parliament for Ltpis.
14 May 1988
GAN TEIK CHEE
Exco Member.

(The above statement has not
appeared in any daily- Editor).

Francis Seow arrested: mockery of the concept of rule of law.
planning within both the public
and private sectors.
4 May 1988

CHANDRA MUZAF FAR •
President

The Arrest Of Francis
Seow

A

liran is shocked to learn
of the arrest of leading
Singapore lawyer, Francis
Seow, under the Internal Security
Act (ISA) of that island republic.
The arrest is all the more shocking
because Seow was counsel for
two other lawyers detained under
the ISA recently. In fact, Seow
had just filed an Habeas Corpus
writ on their behalf.
By arresting Seow, Singapore
has earned the dubious distinction
of being one of the few English
Common Law countries which has
consciously prevented a lawyer
from fulfilling his responsibilities
to client and court. The arrest
makes a total mockery or the
concept of the rule of law which
is supposed to be the basis of
government and administration in
that State.
Seow's arrest shows that no one
is safe from the authoritarian
tentacles of one of the most
repressive regimes in Asia. Anyone
who bas some self-respect and is
prepared to stand up to the ruling
elite will be crushed mercilessly
by the might of power.
It is only too obvious that
the Singapore regime does not
observe even the basic norma
of civilised behaviour. Indeed, one
is even doubtful if there is an
iota of decency left in that regime.

All
human
rights
groups
throughout the world should
condemn the arrest of Francis
Seow. It is an act of utter shame.
The Singapore regime should be
isolated in the international aren.a.
It should be treated as an outcast,
unworthy of the company of
civilised people everywhere.
9 May 1988
CHANDRA MUZAFFAR
Presiden
AI iran

(The above statement has not
appeared in any daily - Editor).

Wang Choon Wing: unfit for
public office.

Public Trust

A

liran notes with interest that
the Attorney-General considers the .former Deputy
Youth & Sports Minister, Wang
Choon Wing to be still the
Member of Parliament for Lipis
despite his conviction and sentence
of 9 months' jail each for 2 counts
of criminal breach of trust.
Whatever may be the technical
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Indiscipline in Schools

T

he tragic death of a pupil
of the Sekolah Menengah
Teknik (Cheras) has forced
a reassessment of the problem of
indiscipline in schools. The seriousness of the issue bas made it
necessary for the Ministry of
Education to take firm action.
Nonetheless, is a threat of closure
a solution?
Since the Cirst report or the
death, the press bas carried both
photos and accounts of efforts
to instil discipline and re-invigorate
a pride in the school: clean-up
of hostels, painting of various
locations in the schooL A contractor, we read, has been hired to
undertake maintenance. While these
are positive steps, the upkeep of
physical amenities should not take
precedence over the inculcating of
spiritual and ethnical values. As the
Director General of Education
realises, the physical changes are
only one aspect, "what we need to
improve is not just the academic
but the spiritual self, the psycho·
logical self.... " (The Star, 6 May
1988).
Is it not time for us t.o reassess
honestly our roles as parents,
teachers and public figures? If
the behaviour of young people
is an index to the moral climate
of a society, then it is imperative
that we examine the outer landscape of a young person's life as
it impinges on the inner landscape
of mind, heart and spirit.
We may image the outer land·
scape as expanding circles of
relationships;
family,
teachers,
society, nation and not least,
a consciousness of the spiritual.
Each of these relationships bear
re-examination.
Too many parents are prepared

to barter Cor a child's respect and
aCfection with goods. To assuage
their guilt at not having spent
quality time with their children,
parents equate gifts with concern
and love. Do we take an interest
in what happens to our children
at school or do we merely heave
a sigh of relief that at least for
a large part of the day we have
given them over to the charge
of others? At home, do we realise
that
parenting involves both
spouses? The load should not be
shouldered by one partner only.
As teachers, are we so obsessed
with getting a high percentage
of passes in exams that we forget
that we are not dealing with
statistics but with a valuable
human being each time we encouter
a pupil? Here, the heavy workload
and the additional adminstrative
duties teachers bear should be
re-evaluated. Large classroom sizes
must also make it impossible
for a teacher to begin to see his
charges as unique individuals.
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Reflections on some of the
Proposed Changes to the
Labour Laws

A

liran is deeply concerned
about a number of the
proposed changes to our
labour laws, announced by Labour
Minister, Lee l{jm Sai, at the
end of last week
The present labour lnws whether it is the Industrial
Relations Act, the Employment
Act or the Trade Union Act are already so restrictive that
Malaysian workers do not enjoy
some of the most basic rights
due to workers in any sodety
which values human beings. In
certain sectors, unionization of
workers is next to impossible;
in other sectors, unions are in no
position to bargain Cor better
wages and working conditions.
Unions are also impeded from
influencing the political process.
With all these curbs in force,
the Government is now thinking
of imposing new regulations upon
the labour movement which will
only castrate the movement into
permanent, perpetual impotence.
The Government intends to restrict
the maximum period the Industrial
Court may backdate wage awards.
This will certainly be detrimental
to workers since they can now
be denied wage benefits which
may be their due, from the
standpoint of justice and equity.
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ALIRAN AUDIO TAPES
(Speeches by Ali ran President Dr Chandra Muzaffar)
IN ENGLISH:
1.
AN ISLAMIC STATE OR A SECULAR STATE? ($5.00 + postqe
0.50)
This speech deals with various tssues involved in the Islamic State
vs Secular State controversy. It suggests a non ·Sectarian sptritual
alternative which is in line with Aliran's philosophy.
2.

JUSTICE BEFORE CO.OPERATION ($5.00 + postage 0.50)
This talk covers the main issues in the dominance of developing

countries like Malaysia by the powerful industnalised countries of the
North. It gives numerous examples of how we are controlled in areas
such as raw materials, trade, fmance, informations and culture. It
argues for genuine independence and self-reliance for countries in the
South.
THE REAL THREAT ($5.00 + postage 0.50)
An analysis of how certain eleMents m Government are trymg
to manipulate ethnic feelings in order to strengthen their political
position. The speaker argues that this 1s the real threat to the
nation's well·being.

3.

CHALLENGES FACING ASIA (SS.OO + post&Je 0.50)
The speech outlines the awesome challenges faced by Asians today
and suggests ways to deal with them. It identifies the crucial areas that
:have stood in the way of progress and good government and insists that
~less effective transformation first takes place in these areu, no lasting
or meaningful change can come about.
4.

5.

OPPOSE OSA (THE OFFICIAL SECRETS ACT) S5.00 +

Pottaae 0.50)
In thJa analyala of the 1986 amendments to the Official Secreta
Act, an attempt ia made to apell out the consequencea of that law for
freedom and democracy. The publJc ia ahown how their rfaht to know
would be affected and how pubUc accountabllJty would 1oM tta
~anina.

~.

AT THE CROSSROADS: 25 YEARS OF MERDEkA ($5.00 +
poettp 0.50)

ThJa talk which waa pven at the Annual Allran Merdeka Dinner

~eala with the major problema factna the nation. It attempu to diaanose

jlome of their cauaea.
DEVELOPMENT- FOR WHOM? ($5.00 + poetqe 0.50)
A atudled crlticilm of the authorities for the waatefulapending,
for obseaaion with preattae projects and for excluding the poorer
tegmenta of society from main-stream development. The talk deplores
the increuingly elitiJtic trend in development u a betrayal of the
people's dream of a just society.
7.
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The Indu~trial Court may for
tru.tunce, after constdenng all the
relevant facts and arguments,
decide to ask an employer to back·
date a wage award to 5 years.
However JUSt this may be, the
proposed law will now enable
the Government to reslr~ct the
award to, say, two years.
At the same time, the Government is seeking to ban the services
of lawyers, advtsors, and consultants at Industrial Court hearings.
Here again the workers will lose
much more than the employers.
For it is the workers who need
such services most, since their
level of expertise cannot match
what the employers possess
Likewtse, b:. enhancing the role
of in-house unions the Government
is paving the way for the eventual
replacement
of
all-eompassing
national unions with in·house
unions. In·house unions, as bas
been emphasised many times
before, will not have the resources
or the resilience to give adequate
protection to the legitimate rights
of the "'orker:. A.. a case in point,
the National Union of Bank
Employees is strong precisely
because it is a national union.
If each bank had its own in·house
union, the workers will not be
in a posttion to bargain effectively
for their collective anterest.
It seems quite obvioua that
the Government intends to back
in·house unions against national
unions, for one of the other
changes envisaged is the restriction
of "the membership of workera
in a specific industry to certain
unions." If this proposal becomes
law, it will be so easy for owners
of banks to stipulate that their
workers can join only in·house
unions.
All these proposed changes to
existing labour laws are desiped
to benefit employers and to
penalize employees. They are proowner and anti-worker; they are
pro-eapital and anti·labour.
The same pro-employer orientation is reflected in the proposed
amendment to the Industrial
Relations Act which will extend
the scope of the Essential Servicea
Regulations to cover all Govern·
ment departments and statutory
bodies. If the earlier changes are
detrimental
to
private sector
unions, this one is a heavy blow
to public sector unions. The impact
of this amendment (if it becomes
law ) is such that no public sector
union will be able to organize
a strike or some other form or
industnal action to back its demand
for justice.
Between early 1985 and early
1987, tberP were a few attempts
by public sector unions to picket

and to issue strike ballots in pursuit
of certain specific objectives. For
instance, a number of unions,
angered by allegations of misue
of Employees Provident Fund
(EPF) money by the Government,
organized a highly successful picket
in 1986 to demand the establish·
ment of an Independent Com·
mission of Inquiry . The Govern·
ment, it is apparent, does not
want such pickets to be held in
future for it has no intention of
observing the canons of public
accountability.
The Government bas of course
argued that all these changes are
being introduced so that the
investment climate would improve
and more foreign investors in
particular will invest in Malaysia
and thereby create more jobs
for our people. The assumption
is that a labour movement whose
legitimate rights have been severely
curtailed will somehow succeed in
attracting foreign investment. Let
us for the sake of argument agree
that this is a pre-condition for
investments.
The labour movement in Malay·
sia is, as we have observed, a.n
already weak and docile movement.
If investments are not flowing
in, as our national leaders would
expect, in spite of this, there
must be some other reason. Could
it be that the political atmosphere
is not conducive? Is it true that
the
factional
feud
within

UMNO, UMNO's involvement in
big business, the alleged lack of
integrity of certain leaders in
Government, the series of financial
scandals in the last few years, and
most of all, the crisis of confidence
in the national leadership - more
than the nature of the labour
movement- have dissuaded foreign
investors from putting theit money
in our country?
Instead of tightening up labour
laws, the Government should be
examinjng some of these factors
to find out how the investment
climate can be improved. The

remedy to the lack of foreign
and domestic investments and
indeed all the other diseases that
afflict our ailing society, lies
elsewherE:. By t urning the screws
upon labour, the Government will
not achieve anything. It will only
further erode faith and confidence
in the Government itself.

18 May 1988
THE EXCUTIVE COMMITTEE

(The above statement has not
appeared in any daily- Editor).

ATTENTION
ALL
SUBSCRIBERS
Please state your subscription reference
number (printed below your address slip on the
Aliran Monthly envelope) in all correspondence
with the Distribution Bureau. This will greatly
help us to trace your particulars and to serve
you speedily.
-EDITOR.

SINGAPORE'S TARNISHED IMAGE ON CENSORSHIP: conti nued f rom page 20
and foremost. Quite often Mr Lee would muse
on the reasons why his clever countrymen, of whom
80 per cent are ethnic Chinese, cannot be as
imaginative or creative as Westerners who, despite
being ·•unruly'·, are the inventors of the sciences
and technology the East is struggling to emulate
and one day to supersede. The secret of the Western
lead in research and the arts is not accidental or
genetic, as Mr Lee is inclined to fantasise, but
rather it is the Occidental world's appreciation
of the need for its citizens to think and express
themselves freely. Instead of clamping down on
the press as Mr Lee is wont to do, he should
unshackle the domestic media and encourage the
circulation of foreign publications that have done
well to inform Singaporeans of what really goes .
on in their beloved little country. ·

it would seem that many areas of the local press
have never been more daring. Singapore has a lot
to learn from Hongkong starting with respect for
the press. which is integral to administration respect
for the citizenry . Mr Lee's foreign press bashing
has been translated by his sometimes sycophantic
domestic media to be a form of revenge against
Western cultural arrogance and a vindication of
Singaporeans' econorujc achievements. The fear
of criticism and the truth has often blinded brilliant
men to their flaws, their Achilles' heel, among
whom Mr Lee must be counted. No foreign
publication to date has doubted the splendour
that is the new Singapore which should be held up
as a model for many developing societies, its harsh
laws notwithstanding. Mr Lee has presented his
people with a stark choice of his way or no way,
wealth or poverty, progress or backwardness,
when in fact the accomplishments of the past 23
years of independence could have been realised
without the sacrifices of all the major freedoms;
of which the freedom of information is the first

Editorial
Sout h China Mo rning Post
28 December 1987
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~-----WHAT------~

DOES IT MATTER
If some of us be murdered
If we are thrown into prison
for the flimsiest excuses
Or if we should be consigned to the firing squad
Because we dared speak up for our people?
Tomorrow we'll tell our children
That there were those among us
Who were never intimidated into submission
That there were those among us
Who remained proud throughout. the struggle
and accepted neither a flattering compromise
Nor the material security of a cynical partnership
with the oppressor
And iit their turn - our children will be proud of our courage
Armed with memory
it would be easier for them to maintain their integrity
In the face of trials similar to the ones
with which we are battling today
There things matter in the writing of the history
of a people
If it is to have the echoes of glory
MBELLA SONNE DINOKO
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